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SYNOPSIS
The availability of high performance structural materials is an important step towards the
successful development of advanced reactor technologies which could be either nuclear or
conventional power plants. The demanding service environment of fast breeder reactor
(FBR), or fusion reactors requires a wide range of structural materials that has to be tailored
for high performance in a hostile environment involving intense heat fluxes, high
temperatures, potentially corrosive coolants, significant cyclic thermo mechanical stresses,
high-energy neutrons and electromagnetic radiation. The technological challenges therefore
associated with the accomplishment of advance reactor technologies, depends to a very large
extent on the advancement of high strength structural materials for critical components. In
this context, 9-12 Cr based ferritic/martensitic (F-M) steel and oxide dispersed high Cr
ferritic steels have been identified worldwide as potential materials for vital core components.
These steels have excellent thermo-mechanical properties in radiation and corrosive
environments at moderate temperature (~500 oC (773 K)). The major advantage of these steels
over austenitic steels and Ni base super alloy is void swelling resistance. Presence of
minimum Ni in ferritic steel also leads to substantial cost reduction which makes them
economically viable. However, notwithstanding the above advantages, mechanical properties
namely high temperature creep strength, impact toughness and tensile ductility are the major
challenges for these steels for long term performance under radiation environment. The 912% Cr steels are used in the normalized and tempered condition where in fine scale
precipitates provide strength apart from the lath substructure. The recovery of tempered
martensite microstructure leading to substructure modifications and coarsening of precipitates
is the main reason for deterioration of mechanical strength at elevated temperatures. It is
difficult to control the recovery of metastable martensite, since it is an intrinsic process. The
rapid recovery of the martensite structure leads to drastic reduction in strength at

xviii

temperatures exceeding 550 oC (823 K). There has been considerable research activity in
recent times to develop high strength ferritic steels with addition of either refractory metals
like Ta and W, strong carbide or nitride formers like V and Nb or nano sized oxide
dispersoids. Increase in Cr content > 13 weight% provides enhanced corrosion resistance,
while the steel remains in the single phase ferrite field thus suppressing the martensitic
transformation. However, the high Cr ferritic steels are found to be vulnerable at elevated
temperature because of two reasons; (b) 475 oC embrittlement and (b) formation of brittle
intermetallic Frank–Kasper phases like laves and sigma phase. The 475 oC embrittlement is
mainly observed in high Cr steels, nucleated by the complex interaction of magnetism and
chemistry between ferromagnetic Fe and anti-ferromagnetic Cr atoms. The magnetism
induced phase separation of Fe-Cr solid solution ( -ferrite) into Fe rich bcc ( ) and Cr rich
bcc ( ) results in deterioration in high temperature properties which is commonly known as
475 oC embrittlement. Moreover, the formation of brittle intermetallic sigma phase upon
prolonged exposures to high temperature and stress is also detrimental to the high
temperature mechanical properties. The formation of sigma phase is governed by the phase
stability of Fe-Cr binary phase field at elevated temperature. In the presence of other alloying
on may
be either enhanced or retarded. Therefore, the knowledge base on thermodynamics, phase
stability and phase transformation kinetics of Fe-Cr binary systems is essential in successful
implementation and technological exploitation of advanced ferritic steels. A detailed survey
of recent literature on Fe-Cr system also reveals that quite a few issues of fundamental
importance, in particular the intricate interplay between magnetic and chemical degrees of
freedom and their combined influence in dictating the low and intermediate temperature
phase equilibrium are yet to be resolved. Specifically, the prevailing understanding with
-rich side is still unsolved. A

xix

gradual crossover of formation enthalpy ( oHf

-Cr binary system at ~ 4 at.%

Cr, from being mildly negative to strongly positive in character by first principle calculations
supported the extended Cr solubility in contradiction with the earlier assessment. Since the
pioneering studies of Dench and Normanton et al., there have not been many in-depth
calorimetry investigations on Fe-Cr alloys. This again is a serious limitation from the point of
view of not having adequate data that would help in modelling the energetics of magnetic
contribution to Gibbs energy, G. In addition, it is also well known that magnetism is
responsible for the anomalous, nonsystematic behavior of thermo-physical, mechanical and
magnetic properties witnessed in dilute Fe-Cr alloys. Curie temperature (TC) of Fe-Cr alloy
exhibits a local maxima at ~ 4 at % of Cr. Further irregular trend has been observed for lattice
parameter also. Theoretically calculated lattice parameter shows a maxima in low Cr region
in Fe rich side. The elastic modulus and Poisson ratios have also been observed to exhibit a
minima at ~ 5-6 at% Cr. It is also observed that the upper limit of sigma phase field is not
established beyond speculation as the sigma dissolution temperature is reported from 1093 to
1203 K in Fe-Cr alloys. The

transformation characteristics and the effect of sigma

phase on the heat transport and thermo-physical properties of alpha phase has also not been

phase field of Fe-Cr binary alloys which plays important role to form martensitic
microstructure for low Cr (9 wt.% Cr) ferritic - martensitic steel. In view of the above,
present thesis is an attempt to resolve some of the issues detailed above namely the
investigations on the high temperature thermal stability and thermo-physical properties of Fe-Cr model
phase on the thermal

The organization of the thesis is given below.

xx

Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter deals with the introduction based on extensive literature survey which
includes the relevance of Fe-Cr phase field in governing the characteristics of advanced

fields in Fe-

-Cr alloys
phase field on the thermo-physical and heat transport properties of
-Cr alloys.

Chapter 2: Experimental Methodology
In this chapter the experimental methodology employed in this thesis is presented in
detail. Brief descriptions on alloy preparation, compositional characterization and annealing
treatments are followed by structural characterization techniques namely X-ray diffraction,
metallography, scanning and transmission electron microscopy. Descriptions on specific
instrumentation techniques like inverse drop calorimetry (IDC), differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), high temperature dilatometry, laser flash thermal diffusivity (LFTD) are
described in adequate detail. The experimental schedules, calibration, and error limits
associated with each experimental technique are also described in this chapter.
Chapter 3: Study of phase stability and thermodynamic properties of Fe rich Fe-Cr (116 at. %) binary alloys
This chapter demonstrates the quantification of magnetic, anharmonic and electronic effects
on the phase stability of Fe rich Fe-Cr alloy which partially fills the gap on thermal property
data in this particular region. In specific terms, measurements of high temperature enthalpy
increment (HT-H298.15) and heat capacity have been made on Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy using drop
calorimetry in the temperature range, 200 – 1200 oC (473 to 1473 K), which are compared
with the data available in literature. Further, a consolidated physically based modelling
approach has been developed which fully describes the thermodynamic properties of

xxi

ferromagnetic

phase for Fe-rich Fe-Cr alloys (0-16 at. %Cr). Therefore, by generation of

high temperature calorimetry data and possible integration of these in terms of simple and
physically based modelling protocols, a wholesome conceptual basis of phase stability in Fe
rich Fe-Cr system has been established.
Chapter 4: Influence of phase separation on thermal properties of Fe-Cr (21 at.%)
binary alloy
This chapter demonstrates the effect of phase separation ( +

) on the thermal properties of

Fe-21 at.% Cr alloy. After arc melting, homogenization and slow cooling, Fe-21 at.% Cr
exhibits two phase structure of

+

. Enthalpy measurements were carried out by using

inverse drop calorimeter in the temperature range, 298 to 1473 K (25 to 1200 oC). The
experiments revealed two distinct phase transformations: (i) at 720 10 K (447 10 oC), the
Fe-21Cr alloy transformed from

'(Fe-rich)+ ''(Cr-rich) two phase microstructure to

single phase; (ii) at 925 10 K (652 10 oC), the ferromagnetic single phase

transformed to

paramagnetic state. Both these transformations were clearly attested by the measured
enthalpy increment variation with temperature. The enthalpy data obtained in this study have
been combined with available literature information to forge an integrated theoretical
assessment of the energetic aspects of

'+ ''

, and

ferro

para

transformations. In

addition, a comprehensive evaluation of enthalpy and heat capacity data for Fe-21Cr alloy in
the temperature range 0-1473 K (-273 to 1200 oC), with explicit incorporation of magnetic
contribution has also been made.
Chapter 5:

dynamic

calorimetry for Fe-Cr model alloy
This chapter presents an extensive experimental characterization of high temperature

phases of Fe54Cr46

xxii

Fe54Cr46 alloy by annealing at 700 oC (973K)

performed from 100 – 1400 oC (373 to 1673 K) by Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC).
Single inflection of ferro to para magnetic transition (TC) was observed in DSC upto melting
at 558

o

sigma phase was measured under pseudo equilibrium condition as 849 oC (1122 K). It was
ase decomposition temperature is nearly 30 oC higher than the
presently reported upper limit of 820 o

rates from 1 to 50 K min-1
transformation was obtained as 369 kJ mole-1 employing Kissinger model. The non
isothermal KJMA model has been adopted to model the fraction transformed to determine the
order and kinetics parameters.
Chapter 6: High temperature thermo-physical and heat transport properties of sigma

This chapter explains

-physical and heat

Enthalpy of both the phases was measured by Drop

o

transformation; however

C

(1120 K). The enthalpy of transformation was measured as 2.6 kJ mole-1. The thermal

analyzer. The room tem
phase is 7.39 x 10 -6 K-1 and 1.5 x 10 -5 K-1 respectively. The room temperature thermal
2

xxiii

/s and 0.011 cm2/s

respective

temperature thermal conductivity of alpha phase is 16.9 W m-1s-1 whereas that of sig
phase is 3.9 W m-1s-1. Further, a comprehensive analytical modeling of experimental
thermodynamic parameters has been carried out which shows a good agreement.
Chapter 7:

-Cr binary and W added

Fe-9Cr ternary and Fe-9Cr-2W multicomponent alloys
This chapter presents the
alloys and the effect of W on

transformation temperatures for Fe- (1-13 wt.%) Cr
transformation characteristics in Fe-9Cr alloys and its

consequences on martensitic transformation in Fe-9Cr-2W-0.1C (P92) steel. This work shows
that beyond 12 wt% Cr,

transformation is suppressed in Fe-Cr binary alloys, which is

lower than the reported value of 14 wt% Cr. Similar observation was made in Fe-9Cr alloy
for W addition beyond 1.5 wt%. However, in P92 (Fe-9Cr-2W-0.1C) ferritic-martensitic steel
containing 2 wt.% W DSC study revealed the presence of a magnetic transition preceding the
martensitic transformation during cooling. The observation supports the co-existence of
ferrite and martensite. The formation of diffusional ferrite at high cooling rates is precluded
by a systematic variation of three parameters namely cooling rate, austenitising temperature
and hold times. Complete martensite formation has not been experimentally observed in P92
steel for all cooling rates (1 - 90 K min-1 in DSC and water quenching) during cooling from
austenitisation temperatures (1223-1423 K (950 - 1150°C)), unlike in P91 steel where
complete martensite structure forms during cooling beyond the critical cooling rate of 30 K
min–1. The experimental results have been substantiated by ThermoCalc simulation for
varying W contents in P91 and P92 steels. ThermoCalc simulation revealed that P91 steel

shrinks with addition of W. P92 steel r

xxiv

region at 1223-1423K (950-1150 oC), which explains the presence of ferrite above Ac3
temperatures.
Chapter-8: Summary and Further Avenues of Research
Chapter 8 presents a summary of the experimental and modeling studies carried out in this
thesis and also identifies few potential avenues for further research.
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Chapter - 1

INTRODUCTION

1

1.1.

Ferritic steels: A promising structural material for advanced reactor

technologies
The availability of high-performance structural materials is a significant step towards
successful design and operation of advanced power plants be it nuclear or fossil fired. The
demanding operating environments in liquid metal cooled fast breeder reactor (LMFBR),
fusion or advanced coal fired power plants require a wide range of high-performance
structural materials for service in high temperatures and stresses, corrosive media, high
energy neutrons and electromagnetic radiation. In this context, 9-12 Cr based
ferritic/martensitic (F-M) steels and their variants have been identified worldwide as potential
materials for core components facing hostile environments in fast reactors. These steels have
excellent mechanical properties, radiation and corrosion resistance at moderate temperatures
upto 500oC (773 K) [1-6].
The major advantage of ferritic steels over austenitic steels and Ni-based super alloys
is the void swelling resistance besides economic viability. However, low creep strength at
high temperatures > 550 oC (823 K) and low fracture toughness are major challenges to be
addressed in these steels [6-8]. The F-M steels used in the normalized and tempered condition
consist of a tempered martensite microstructure, which imparts the best combination of
properties for high temperature applications [9-15]. The martensitic transformation from high
temperature austenite ( ) depends upon the stability of the

phase which in turn is strongly

decided by the alloy content. The sub-structure modification of the tempered martensitic
structure and coarsening of the carbide precipitates are the main reasons for reduction in
strength at elevated temperatures [16-17]. There have been significant efforts to develop F-M
steels with higher strength by addition of refractory metals like Ta, W or chemically inert and
stable oxide dispersoids [4-9, 18] resulting in the oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) class
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of steels. The need for improved corrosion resistance in addition to strength has also led to
considerable research activities for development of high Cr ferritic steels [4, 18].
The inherent problems faced by the F-M steels at elevated temperatures are
accentuated in the presence of neutron irradiation mainly due to the formation of brittle
intermetallic phases like laves and sigma [19-21] and also 475 oC (748 K) embrittlement [7-8,
22-24]. The 475 oC (748 K) embrittlement is mainly observed in high Cr ferritic steels and is
nucleated by the complex interaction of magnetism and chemistry between ferromagnetic Fe
and anti-ferromagnetic Cr atoms. The magnetism induced phase separation of Fe-Cr solid
) and Cr rich bcc (

) that results in deterioration of

high temperature properties like creep strength, tensile ductility, impact toughness as well as
corrosion properties is commonly known as 475 oC (748 K) embrittlement. Moreover, the
brittle intermetallic sigma phase that forms upon prolonged high temperature exposures and
under stress is also detrimental to the high temperature mechanical properties. Formation of
sigma phase is governed by the stability of Fe-Cr binary phase field at elevated temperature.
The kinetics of phase separation and sigma formation may be accelerated or retarded in the
presence of other alloying elements in steels. Hence, it is not an exaggeration to say that the
attributes of the Fe-Cr phase field are crucial in governing the high temperature phase
stability and mechanical properties of high Cr ferritic steels. The knowledge base on
thermodynamics, phase stability and phase transformation kinetics of Fe-Cr binary systems is
therefore essential in successfully employing ferritic steels to their fullest potential [1-9]. This
has provided the necessary motivation for a detailed study of the Fe-Cr binary system for the
present thesis. The present worldwide status of understanding of this system will be described
in the subsequent sections.
1.2.

Unsolved issues in Fe-Cr phase diagram
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The Fe-Cr system has been investigated extensively in the past and continues to evoke
serious research interest [25-85]; and besides, has critically assessed thermodynamic
database. The commonly used Fe-Cr phase diagram shown in Fig. 1.1 has been established in
literature with a great degree of certainty. However, it also emerges that a few issues of
fundamental

Fig. 1.1 Fe-Cr phase diagram as obtained from the assessment of Xiong et. al [85]
importance, in particular the intricate interplay between magnetic and chemical degrees of
freedom and their combined influence in dictating the low and intermediate temperature
phase equilibrium are yet to be resolved [39,60,74, 78,83-84]. It is well known that Fe and Cr
belong to early 3d-transition metal series, with stable bcc crystal structure at room
temperature and ambient pressure. Further, the difference in their atomic volumes and
electro-negativities is also small, implying a great degree of chemical similarity. Although,
complete solid solution is expected according to Hume Rothery rule, magnetization plays a
very crucial role in determining the phase fields in this system. Magnetization measurements
and subsequent electronic band structure and total energy calculations have clearly revealed
4

that Fe has ferromagnetic and Cr has anti-ferromagnetic ground state. It is amply evident that
even in very dilute concentrations and especially at low temperatures, Cr addition exerts a
nontrivial influence on the magnetic ground state character and therefore on the overall
constitutional stability of Fe-Cr alloys [39, 60, 64-65, 67, 74, 84-86]. This feature can be
illustrated by placing an anti-ferromagnetic Cr atom in ferromagnetic Fe matrix as shown in
Fig. 1.2. Cr can dissolve and form continuous solid solution in the ferromagnetic Fe matrix
until it faces an adjacent Cr atom as its nearest neighbor. The complexity in antiferromagnetic spin alignment for Cr atoms with respect to both Fe and Cr atoms which are
present in nearest neighbor positions exerts a profound influence and is commonly known as
magnetic frustration [66, 87]. Such a situation is driven by two opposing nature of spin
interactions and has a tendency to induce a strong anti-magnetic ordering. This magnetic
analog of classical chemically induced segregation or clustering behavior operates despite the
excellent chemical similarity between Fe and Cr atoms [88]. The magnetic influence is a
sensitive function of Cr concentration, for a given temperature and pressure [66]. In other
words, the finite low temperature solubility of Cr in

Fe matrix is controlled primarily by

promoting magnetically mediated Cr-clustering in a ferromagnetic

Fe matrix [60, 84]. As

Cr-concentration is gradually increased, it becomes progressively more difficult to
accommodate the increasing number of Fe-Cr near neighbors or next neighbor pairs without a
considerable increase in repulsion [60, 84]. Such a situation favors clustering of Cr and
eventually restricts the solubility of Cr at an optimal level, wherein the increase in magnetic
stabilizing contribution can no longer be compensated by attractive Fe-Cr chemical
interaction. The alloy then prefers to exist as a two phase mixture of Fe-rich ’ and Cr-rich ”
phase [60, 84-85]. It has been revealed that the prevailing understanding on the equilibrium
state of Fe[85].
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Fig. 1.2 The complexity in anti-ferromagnetic spin alignment for a Cr atomwith respect to both
nearest neighbor Fe and Cr atoms, leads to separation of Fe rich and Cr rich clusters.
The huge scatter in the experimental and theoretically modeled data for Cr solubility
Fig. 1.3 which reflects the ambiguity in the phase separation boundary.
The maximum Cr solubility in the terminal

Fe solid solution phase is presently considered

to be significantly higher than the limits originally set forth by earlier phase diagram
assessments [32, 35-36,38- 39, 85] which were based on mostly available high temperature
experimental data [25-34, 37, 85]. The earlier thermodynamic assessment of Sundman et al.
[36] for Fe-Cr system predicted zero Cr solubility. However, extended Cr solubility of 2 - 7
at. % Cr was reported by several researchers [28, 39, 74-75, 85, 89-92].
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Fig. 1.3 Present status of literature on
-Cr phase diagram.
Contradiction between experimental
is observed. The
image has been adopted from the review paper published by Xiong et. al [85]
It is essential to mention here that achieving the equilibrium phase field is very
difficult within finite experimental time limits at low temperatures due to the extremely
sluggish diffusion of Cr below 500 oC (773 K). The kinetics of phase separation is further
accelerated by irradiation [85]. The higher solubility of Cr is supported both by experimental
results obtained on long-term homogenized samples [28, 89-92] and theoretical simulations
[39, 74-75]. In an early theoretical study by Hennion et al., [60] it is suggested that the
standard enthalpy of formation

o

Hf could actually be mildly negative for Fe rich Fe-Cr

alloys, where magnetic effects are expected to control phase stability [66, 93-94]. This aspect
also received attention in many subsequent theoretical studies in that, a gradual crossover
behavior of

o

Hf from being mildly negative to strongly positive in character was found with

increasing Cr content in the alloy [61-68, 70-76, 80] as shown in Fig. 1.4. It is important to
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note that most of the theoretical calculations are at zero Kelvin temperature, while a few
include finite temperature effects as well [74-75].

Fig. 1.4
-Cr alloy shows a gradual crossover at Fe
rich side which supports extended solid solution. The image has been reproduced from the
review paper published by Xiong et. al [85]
From Fig. 1.4 it appears certain that in Fe rich composition domain,

o

Hf could

actually assume negative values, where subtle physical effects due to complex magnetic
short-range order dictate the solution thermodynamics. On the other hand, the only available
high temperature (1327 oC (1600 K)) experimental data due to Dench [25] suggest that

o

Hf

is positive in the entire composition range Fe1-xCrx (0<x<1). It is clear from fundamental
thermodynamic considerations that a switch over from negative

o

Hf for low Cr alloys to

strongly positive values for increasing Cr content, is indicative of the crucial interdependence
of magnetic and chemical degrees of freedom [94], which can eventually influence the
microstructure that evolves in Fe-Cr alloys [46-47]. When magnetic interactions, which are
influenced by Cr content and increasing temperature are taken into account in theoretical
-Fe solid
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solution is indeed feasible [39, 74, 80, 91-94]. In line with this hypothesis, Bonny et al. have
reported a revised thermodynamic description of Fe-Cr system [39], wherein they suggest
extended Cr solubility up to 8 at %. Later, Xiong et al., have also reported a revised Fe-Cr
equilibrium diagram, based on a consolidated assessment of available thermodynamic data
until 2010 [85] which suggested a band from 2-7 at% instead of a specific phase separation
boundary line as observed in Fig 1.3. Disparity among different theoretical estimates of Cr

partly stems from the diverse theoretical estimates of magnetic contribution to total free
energy, the latter arising from approximations made in the treatment of the magnetic part of
the total (cohesive) energy.
From the available literature it is clear that the thermodynamics and phase stability of
Fe-Cr alloys is influenced by the configurational, vibrational and magnetic contributions to
total Gibbs energy. A unique quantitative enunciation of the role of magnetic interactions in
Fe-based systems was lacking as there were not sufficient experimental thermodynamic and
phase equilibra studies at low and intermediate temperature regions of 400- 600 oC (673-873
K) [33,40, 85], owing to the difficulty in achieving full thermodynamic equilibrium in a
reasonable time frame [48,85]. This has made the quantitative evaluation of magnetic
contribution to phase stability difficult using appropriate theoretical framework [94]. Since
the pioneering studies of Dench [25] and Normanton et al., [33], there have not been many
in-depth calorimetry investigations on Fe-Cr alloys. Inadequacy of data that would help in
modeling the energetics of magnetic contribution to Gibbs energy, G [95-98] is again a
serious limitation. Besides, there are only few neutron inelastic scattering studies on direct
determination of phonon contribution to high temperature thermodynamics in Fe-Cr alloys
[54-57]. It is only in the last decade or so that both ab-initio and semi empirical
computational tools, capable of handling the composite presence of magnetic and chemical
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short-range order in multicomponent alloys [84], have addressed the issues associated with
phase stability calculations [67,68, 95-98]. It is indeed a difficult task to quantitatively model
the energies associated with various magnetically ordered spin structures [95]. However, the
recent spin polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations with disordered localized
moment have offered some insights into low temperature region of Fe-Cr equilibrium
diagram [63-77]. In addition, it is also well known that magnetism is responsible for the
anomalous, nonsystematic behavior of many thermo physical properties witnessed in dilute
Fe-Cr alloys [85] which is discussed in the next section.

Fig. 1.5
-rich side of Fe-Cr alloy. The image
has been reproduced from the review paper published by Xiong et. al [85]
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1.3.

Anomalous behavior

-Cr solid solution

Very dilute solution of Fe-Cr alloys in Fe rich region exhibits interesting properties
[63-80, 85, 95- 98] and has drawn considerable attention in the last few decades. Contrary to
an expected decreasing trend in Curie temperature (Tc) of

phase in Fe-Cr alloy from pure

Fe to pure Cr, as a consequence of anti-ferromagnetic coupling, a local maxima is reported
[40,85] at ~ 4 at % of Cr followed by a monotonous decrease as shown in Fig. 1.5.

Fig. 1.6 Bulk modulus (B), Young’s modulus (E), Poission ratio (
phase shows minima at Fe-rich side of Fe-Cr alloy. The image has been reproduced from the
paper published by Zhang et. al [77].
Recently, Xiong et al [40] have reported a higher Tc (by 11 K) for Fe-3.34 at% Cr
alloy than pure Fe. An irregular trend has also been reported for lattice parameter value [61,
65, 72, 74]. The theoretically calculated lattice parameter shows a maxima at low Cr region
on Fe rich side whereas the experimental lattice parameter of Fe-Cr system increases
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monotonously from Fe to Cr. An unusual trend in elastic moduli of Fe rich Fe-Cr alloy in the
low Cr region has also been reported [72, 77]. First principle calculation [72, 77] reports an
initial decrease in elastic moduli and Poissons ratio (Fig. 1.5) with addition of Cr which
reaches a minimum at ~ 5-6 at% Cr and then increases up to pure Cr. An exhaustive study of
literature in this system re-affirms the fact that the magnetic interaction between Cr and Fe
particularly on the Fe rich side remains unresolved and requires further studies.
1.4.

Unsolved issues of Sigma phase in Fe-Cr system
Formation of brittle sigma phase is one of the major reasons for degradation of

properties in high Cr ferritic steels, austenitic steels and their weldments.

phase has been

reported to form after long term exposure to elevated temperature (>400 C (673 K)) in
ferritic [99-100], austenitic [101-103] and duplex steels [20, 104-105] as well as in Fe-Cr
based binary [21,85,106-107] and ternary systems [108-110]. Formation of

phase affects

the creep ductility [111], low cycle fatigue behaviour [112] and corrosion resistance [113] of
structural materials. The volume fraction, size and distribution is important as very fine size
precipitates are reported to be beneficial, imparting dispersion hardening to the matrix phase
[114]. A systematic decrease in ductility with volume fraction of
[115]. A similar correlation between volume fraction of

in SS310 is reported

and creep strength [114] and

fracture toughness is also reported [116]. Many in-service failures are also reported due to phase formation. Chastell and Flewitt [117] in the year 1979 reported the premature failure of
SS 316 secondary super heater boiler tube due to enhanced creep cavitation associated with
formation. ER SS 309L welds containing -ferrite exhibited 85% reduction in toughness after
ageing at 700 C (973 K) for 2 h, due to

transformation [118]. Prolonged heating at

temperatures higher than 650 C (923 K), embrittled austenitic stainless steel weld joints due
to

formation [119]. Accelerated ageing of GTAW welds of SS 316FR also leads to the
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nucleation of

at

/

interphase boundary which was predicted to affect the repair

weldability of the steel [120].
s first identified by
Bergman and Shoemaker [121]. It has tetragonal (space group 136, P42/mnm) unit cell with

other intermetallics, which arises because of substitution of various sites in the crystal
structure [122] owing to which it can exist over a wide range of composition. There are three
different sublattice models which have been proposed for sigma phase in Fe - Cr alloy.
Anderson and Sundman [36] first used the sublattice model with the formula of
(Cr)4(Fe,Cr)18(Fe)8 which has been modified later as (Cr)4(Fe,Cr)16(Fe)10 [123]. Simple two
sublattice model with formula (Fe,Cr)20(Fe, Cr)10 was used by Joubert [122]. Several
experimental and theoretical studies have been carried out
field in Fe- Cr phase diagram [21, 85, 122]. However, this task was challenging because of
experimental difficulties due to the highly sluggish kinetics of alpha to sigma transformation
which requires very long-term annealing as well as due to the existing experimental
disagreements [21, 85, 1

-Cr

system has been reported over a wide range of temperatures from 460 to 650 oC (733 to
923K) by various authors [44, 124-131]. The pioneering study of Dubeil et al [48] wherein
five Fe - Cr alloys were annealed for time periods of four to eleven years is considered as the

reported as 500-510 oC (773-783 K) [110]. Similar controversy exists for the upper
-930 oC

tem

(1093 to 1203 K) has been reported by various authors [132-136]. Cook et. al [132] predicted
820

o

n XRD

study on Fe - 47 at % Cr alloy which was supported by the thermal analysis study by Pomey
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930 oC (1203 K). However, Kubaschewski [136] in 1982 reported the maximum temperature
o

C (1103 K), which was slightly higher than 820 oC (1093 K) reported by

Cook et al [132]. Finally, 820 o
field as per the latest Fe - Cr phase diagram reported by Xiong et. al [85]. It is worth
mentioning here that Cook et. al [132] predicted the high temperature limit of sigma phase
field by XRD and metallography which is a static method of phase identification. Only
thermal analysis study reported by Pomey et. al [134] in 1956 supports the data of Cook et al
[132]. Thereafter,

specific heat of Fe-Cr alloys [34, 50, 137-138]. In 1958, Backhurst [137] measured the
specific heat from 727 0C (1000-1400K) for the alpha phase of Fe55Cr45 alloy. Malinsky et. al
[138] measured the specific heat of alpha phase of Fe55Cr45 alloy from 827 – 1427 0C (1100-

0

-Cr phase diagram has not been extensively characterized by thermal
analysis. It was therefore found necessary to revisit the sigma to alpha phase transformation

of Cr compositions over which it existed as large variation have been reported
[128,130,132,134,139]. Initially, 44 - 50 at.% range of Cr was reported by Cook et. al [132]
which was supported by Ettwig et. al [128] and Zeedijk et. al [139]. Later, Pomey et. al [134]
reported 42-51 at.%

-Cr alloy, which was further

modified to 41-51 at.% by Cerezo et. al [130]. In the recent optimization by Xiong et. al [85],
hase field is reported as 42-50 at.% Cr.
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been studied by various authors [109-110, 140-144]. Advanced high Cr ferritic steels contain
several alloying elements namely Mo, Ti, V, Nb, Si etc. to improve the overall physical and
mechanical properties. It is therefore essential to explore the effect of these alloying elements

kinetics

identification techniques mostly in-situ Mossbauer spectroscopy. Elements like Ti [109-110],
Si [140-

Interesting features have been reported for Ti by Mossbauer study [109-110]. Ti accelerates

transformation has not been investigated except for few studies using Mossbauer technique

transformation.
1.5.

transformation in Fe-Cr system
The martensite structure in 9 Cr based ferritic/martensitic steel is the result of fast
. The bcc ferrite phase is

transformed completely to the fcc austenite phase after dissolution of carbides, thus enriching
the austenite with carbon which stabilizes the

phase. During fast cooling, the dissolved

carbon is trapped in ferrite leading to diffusionless transformation to martensite. It is required
to mention here that there exists a huge scatter in the experimental data for austenite phase
field of Fe-Cr binary system as shown in Fig. 1.7. This phase field was optimized by
Sundman et.al in 1982 [36]. Since then there has been no calorimetric study which dealt with
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phase field. It is established that the addition of refractory solutes like Mo, W and Ta to
steels usually shifts the

phase field to higher temperatures. It is important to mention here

that W added 9Cr steel has attracted considerable attention in the development of economic
creep resistant materials [12-18, 146-156].

Fig. 1.7
showing huge scatter in experimental data

-Cr system as depicted by Xiong et. al [85]

Moreover, the development of reduced activation ferritic martensitic steels (RAFM)
for fusion reactors, wherein Mo is replaced by W in P91 steel is based on the enhanced
strength achieved in addition to addressing the activation problem [146-156]. An increase of
W from 1 to 2 wt. % is reported to help in retaining the lath martensite structure [151] as it
retards the coarsening of M23C6 precipitates during long term thermal exposures [155].
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However, the addition of W is also reported to have adverse effects as it retards the
martensite formation [147, 150, 152-153]. It is observed that addition of W to 9Cr F-M steels
has resulted in the formation of undesired ferrite phase along with martensite even under fast
cooling conditions [150, 152-153, 156] which has adverse effect on creep properties. The
presence of W in M23C6 also influences its dissolution kinetics, which in turn would alter the
transformations characteristics at high temperature. Therefore, the role of W addition on
transformation behaviour of Fe-9Cr binary alloy and Fe-9Cr-0.1C multi component alloy
needs to be understood. In this background,
wt. %) Cr alloys and the effect of W on

transformation temperatures for Fe - (1-13
transformation characteristics in Fe-9Cr alloys

and its consequences on Fe-9Cr-2W-0.1C (P92) multicomponent alloy have been explored in
the present thesis.
1.6.

Scope of the present thesis
A detailed study of literature has enabled the identification of few gaps in the

understanding of phase stability and transformations in Fe-Cr binary and related systems,
which has provided the scope for an in-depth experimental and modeling study. In view of
the above, present thesis has been taken up to resolve some of the issues namely the
investigations on the high temperature thermal stability and thermo-physical properties of Fe-Cr model

follows:
Study of equilibrium thermodynamic properties in the anomalous domain of Fe rich
dilute Fe-Cr alloy by calorimetry techniques
•

Influence of phase separation on thermo physical properties of Fe-Cr alloy system
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•

Characteristics of

transformation and the temperature limit of sigma phase

field in Fe-Cr alloys by calorimetry experiments
•

Heat transport and thermo-physical properties of alpha and sigma phases.

•

Role of tungsten addition on the

transformation characteristics in Fe-Cr based

ternary and multicomponent alloys
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Chapter-2

Experimental Methodology
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2.1.

Experimental methods
Several experimental techniques and modelling tools have been employed for the

characterization and measurement of high temperature phase stability, thermo-physical and
transport properties of Fe-Cr based alloys. The major experimental techniques used for
thermo-physical properties and kinetic measurements are static and dynamic calorimetry.
Static calorimetry is used for measurement of enthalpy increment under pseudo equilibrium
conditions, while dynamic calorimetry is employed to study the high temperature phase
stability and kinetic aspects of phase transformations under non-isothermal conditions.
Dilatometry technique was also employed for measurement of temperature dependent thermal
expansivity. Laser flash thermal diffusivity technique was employed to measure the
temperature dependent thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity.
Beside these major experimental tools, other supporting techniques such as optical
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
microhardness and X-ray diffraction (XRD) were also employed in this study. The present
chapter briefly describes the details of alloy preparation, composition and heat treatments.
This is followed by a detailed description on the static and dynamic calorimetry, dilatometry
and laser flash thermal diffusivity techniques. Finally, the specimen preparation methods and
operating conditions for the characterization techniques such as optical microscopy, SEM,
TEM, hardness and X-ray diffraction (XRD) is included.
2.2.

Alloy preparation, compositional analysis and heat treatment
The alloy systems investigated in this study are Fe-Cr binary alloys, W added Fe-9Cr

and 9 Cr based ferritic martensitic steel. Accurately weighed stoichiometric quantities of pure
Fe (99.99 wt.% Sigma Aldrich) and Cr (99.99 wt.% Sigma Aldrich) pieces was arc-melted in
water cooled copper hearth using tungsten electrode, under flowing high pure He to
synthesize the Fe-Cr and Fe-Cr-W alloys. The alloys were re-melted three to four times in
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order to obtain a homogeneous product. The average mass of each ingot was about 5 g and
the weight loss after melting was found to be less than 1%. The alloys were subsequently
vacuum sealed in argon purged quartz tube and homogenized at 1273 K for about 10 h. After
homogenization, the alloys were furnace cooled to room temperature. The chemical
composition of the homogenized Fe-Cr and Fe-9Cr-W alloys was analyzed by inductively
coupled plasma - optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) technique and is given in Table
2.1 and Table 2.2 respectively.
Table 2.1
Chemical composition of Fe - Cr binary alloy
Alloy

Cr (wt.%)
(uncertainty ±
0.01)

C (ppm)
By mass

Fe (wt.%)
(uncertainty ±
0.01)

Fe -1Cr

1.043

32

Balance

Fe-3Cr

2.967

25

Balance

Fe-5Cr

4.983

17

Balance

Fe-9Cr

9.118

25

Balance

Fe-11Cr

11.012

18

Balance

Fe-12Cr

11.985

28

Balance

Fe-15Cr

14.865

30

Balance

Fe-20Cr

20.159

45

Balance

Fe-45Cr

44.665

40

Balance

Multi-component alloy (P92 and P91 steel) plates were supplied by MIDHANI, Hyderabad,
India in the normalized and tempered condition. The composition of the sample was
determined by ICP-OES technique and is listed in Table 2.3. Strips of dimension of 50 X 25
X 10 mm3 were cut from the plate and solution treated at 1050 oC (1323 K) for two hours and
water quenched followed by tempering for 1h at 770 oC (1043K) for further study.
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Table 2.2
Chemical composition of Fe-9Cr-W alloy

2.3.

Alloy

Cr (wt.%)
(uncertainty ±
0.01)

W (wt.%)
(uncertainty ± 0.01)

Fe (wt.%)
(uncertainty ±
0.01)

Fe-9Cr-0.5W

9.145

0.492

Balance

Fe-9Cr-1W

8.971

1.019

Balance

Fe-9Cr-1.5W

8.919

1.458

Balance

Fe-9Cr-2W

9.056

2.089

Balance

Basic principles of calorimetry
The basic principle of calorimetry is based on the quantitative measurement of the

temperature or its difference in terms of the heat transfer between a sample and a reference
under thermal equilibrium [157]. The heat transferred under adiabatic condition is directly
proportional to the temperature difference. The relationship between the heat (Q) that is
transferred and the change in temperature (
Q C (T ) T

(2.1)

In the above equation the parameter C(T) is the calorimeter constant, which is generally
evaluated using suitable standards with known heat capacity under identical and reproducible
conditions.
In a dynamic calorimetry technique the thermal response of a system is monitored as a
function of time, during which the temperature of the sample is continuously changing.
Therefore, in a dynamic or scanning technique, the measurement is often performed under
non-equilibrium conditions which can be put to effective use for studying a variety of non
equilibrium phenomenon, such as phase transitions, relaxation phenomenon etc [158]. The
static calorimetry technique on the other hand is useful in studying the time dependent
stability at a fixed temperature which is suited for making equilibrium thermodynamic
property measurements of a stable phase as a function of temperature.
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Table 2.3
Chemical composition of P91 and P92 steels used in the present study
Cr

Mo

W

C

Mn

Si

V

Nb

N

Al

Ti

Ni

P91

9.12

0.95

-

0.1

0.40

0.30

0.21

0.07

0.02

0.02

0.002

0.35

P92

9.20

0.51

1.9

0.1

0.36

0.27

0.22

0.07

0.05

0.01

0.002

0.06

2.3.1. Drop and inverse drop calorimetry
In a direct drop calorimeter the relative enthalpy of a specimen at a chosen
temperature T is measured with respect to its value at the reference temperature (usually
taken as 298.15 K). This is realized by heating the sample to a desired temperature and after
equilibration at this temperature for a certain duration, it is dropped into a well-equilibrated
calorimeter block or bed that is maintained at fixed reference temperature. The rise in
temperature of the calorimeter bed due to the heat transferred from the sample is measured
maintaining near-adiabatic conditions. The experiment is usually repeated by dropping the
reference calibrant of known mass and known enthalpy under identical experimental
conditions to evaluate the calorimeter constant. This calorimeter constant is used to calculate
the enthalpy for the sample from the measured heat flow at a fixed temperature. It must be
mentioned here that, some thermal loss mechanisms, such as due to radiation are invariably
present in any calorimetry set up. However, the heat loss is minimized in a good calorimeter
design. The net heat change Q is determined as:
(2.2)
Where C(T) is the usual calibration constant which is determined by calibration with known
-alumina. The parameter

V (in microvolts) stands for the

thermopile output which is continuously monitored with time until thermal equilibration
(

0) is complete. By determining Q(T) as a function of temperature T, the curve of

enthalpy versus sample temperature is readily obtained. A typical enthalpy or drop curve is
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shown in Fig.2.1. It indicates a sharp change in the enthalpy that is associated with a phase
transformation event. In cases where the transformation occurs over a temperature range, the
enthalpy exhibits a gradual change of slope. A continuous enthalpy increment versus
temperature data is not obtained through drop calorimetry. This has an important bearing on
the precise fixation of the transformation temperatures, although the enthalpy change
accompanying phase changes are accurately obtained from drop calorimetry.
As the name suggests, in the inverse drop calorimetry mode, the sample at room
temperature is dropped into the hot calorimeter bed. The principal advantage of this inverse
drop mode over the direct one is that the heat losses due to dropping of hot sample are
minimized [159]. Inverse calorimetry has several advantages; namely (i) easily adoptable for
small size specimen, (ii) avoids retention of any metastable phase due to high temperature
excursion and (iii) useful to study different types of chemical reactions [160]. Inverse drop
calorimetry has been extensively used in the present study for measurement of enthalpy
increment, which is described in the following section.
2.3.2. Instrument details
In this study a “Multi Detector HTC Drop Calorimeter 96” supplied by Setaram®,
France has been used. The experimental setup and instrument details are depicted in Fig. 2.2
and Fig. 2.3 respectively.
(i) High temperature furnace
The high temperature graphite furnace, supported by the cabinet’s top plate of the calorimeter
is displayed in Fig. 2.3 (a). A sealed alumina tube running from the top portion of the furnace
into the bottom separates the experimental chamber from the furnace atmosphere.
(ii) Measurement head – drop transducer
The experimental chamber containing the transducer is usually called the drop transducer or
detector whose cross sectional view is displayed in Fig. 2.3 (b).
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic of the temperature dependent enthalpy increment
This measurement head itself is an integrated structure made of a cylindrical
recrystallized alumina tube in which two grooves are cut at its bottom to introduce the sample
crucible. The crucible has a working volume of 6.25 cm3 with dimensions 16.20 mm in
diameter and 44.50 mm in height. The temperature of the measuring crucible is monitored by
a thermo-cell made of 28 B-type thermocouples distributed over the bottom and along the
side of the crucibles. A dummy reference crucible having an identical thermo-cell
arrangement is kept beneath the sample crucible. This vertically aligned arrangement of the
sample and reference crucible is placed in the uniform temperature zone of the graphite
furnace. Measurement of the sample and furnace temperatures is done by two thermocouples
of B type (PtRh-6% / PtRh-20%).
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Fig. 2.2 The experimental setup of Inverse Drop Calorimeter

Fig. 2.3(a) High temperature furnace with cabinet (b) Measurement Head
(iii) Multi-sample introducer and the drop tube
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The multi sample introducer equipped at the top portion of the experimental chamber
provides 23 slots to load samples into it. Normally four to six samples are loaded for each
measurement. For each sample, a reference sample is also loaded in the adjacent slot. The
drop tube called sample-guiding tube guides the sample to fall exactly into the sample
crucible during the course of the experiment.
(iv) Gas, vacuum, chill-water circuit and controller
The equipment contains two separate gas circuits, one for the furnace and another for the
analysis chamber to maintain the required inert gas atmosphere. An external rotary vacuum
pump (EDWARDS) supplied by Setaram® is used for evacuating both the experimental and
furnace chambers before starting the experiment. An external chill water supply with
controlled flow (Julabo FC 1600 T) is provided for the furnace cooling. The heating schedule
programming, the data acquisition and storage are carried out through the RS 232controller
interfaced with the personal computer. In the following section, the procedure for performing
inverse drop calorimetry experiment is discussed.
2.3.3. Experimental procedure
Samples of dimension (2x2x2) mm and mass 50-75 mg were prepared and loaded in
- Al2O3) samples
weighing 66.8 mg (supplied by M/s. Setaram) are also loaded into respective vacant slots.
After loading the samples and setting the working crucible in its position, the experimental as
well as the furnace chambers are evacuated and flushed with high purity argon gas a few
times. When the pressure of argon gas attains one atmosphere in both chambers, circulation
of the chilled water supply is started. Then the furnace is gradually heated to a desired
temperature at a rate of 3–5 K min-1 to a pre-set value within an accuracy of 0.1 K, the
respective samples are dropped into the hot alumina bed through the guiding ceramic drop
tube. The heat absorbed by the sample upon dropping produces a sudden change in the
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temperature of the alumina bed. The thermo-cell measures the temperature difference
between the sample and reference and the typical integrated outp
as shown in Fig. 2.4. The RS 232 controller serially interfaced with the computer provides for
this digital conversion. An identical experiment is carried out at the same temperature by
dropping the known mass of calibration standard to quantify the heat flux, which is measured
as area u
20 to 25 minutes for each drop and after each measurement a time of about 30 minutes is
allowed to elapse between successive drops. Normally, about two drops are carried out for
each temperature in order to monitor the intrinsic scatter associated with the experiment at
any temperature. A total of three experimental schedules covering the temperature range of
400 to 1273 K are conducted. Each experimental schedule consists of a series of successive
drop experiments carried out at prefixed discrete temperature steps (approximately 25 K).
2.3.4. Calibration of drop calorimeter
Prior to actual measurements, the temperature of the calorimeter is calibrated by melting of
pure element standards such as In, Sn, Al, Ag, Au and Cu. The heat change (Q) calibration is
made by dropping the

-alumina standard reference material. The performance of the

thermo-cell is also monitored by repeatedly observing the standard deviation of the value of
heat change (Q) of the standard

- alumina in the temperature range 200 – 1100 0C (473 to

1373 K). The temperature variation of Q measured over one typical experimental schedule is
graphically shown in Fig. 2.5. In this figure, an inset is shown for a typical sensitivity curve
used for enthalpy evaluation. The polynomial fit expression used is: a+bT+cT2+dT3 and the
fit coefficients obtained are: a = 0.248

0.078, b = 7.84

2 10 -4, c = 8.795

3 10 -8, d = -2.5

1 10-10. Different symbols in the figure correspond to different sets of data obtained at
different instances of time with standard -alumina. The individual data points of Q quoted
here are taken from more than 10 different experimental runs that have been carried out on
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alumina when used as the standard during enthalpy measurement. It is found that the standard
deviation ( ) of Q is less than 5 up to 537 0C (810 K) and is less than 15 for higher
temperatures.

Fig. 2.4 Snapshot of the output signal from the drop calorimeter
2.3.5 Estimation of Enthalpy
Assuming that quasi-adiabatic conditions are maintained in the experimental chamber,
the heat energy transported (QS(T)) from the hot alumina bed to the cold sample can be
written as:
QS (T) = C(T)

(mS / MS)

(HT–H298.15)S

(2.3)

In the above expression, mS is the mass of the sample, MS its molecular weight, (HT–H298.15)S
is the measured enthalpy increment with respect to the reference temperature 25 0C (298 K)
and C(T) is the temperature dependent calibration constant. The calibration constant can be
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obtained from the heat change QR (T) recorded with the standard alumina reference drop,
whose critically assessed enthalpy values are known from literature [162-163]. Thus
QR (T) = C (T)

(mR / MR)

(HT–H298.15)R

(2.4)

In this equation, mR is the mass of the reference and MR its molecular weight which is taken
to be 101.96 Kg m-3 [162]. It is worth noting that C(T) remains the same in both expressions.
Considering Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) together, it is clear that the quantities QS(T), QR(T), (heat flux
transferred between the sample, reference and the alumina bed) are measured at each
temperature, as the respective area under the peak. The quantity C(T), the calibration constant
is obtained by substituting in Eq.(2.4) the known enthalpy value (HT–H298.15)R of standard
reference for each temperature. This calibration constant, C(T) is subsequently used to
determine the unknown enthalpy (HT–H298.15)S of the sample at each temperature.

Fig. 2.5 Illustration of the temperature variation of Q for a typical experimental schedule and
Calibration constant (inset)

2.4.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)

2.4.1 Principle of DSC
The principle of DSC is to compare the heat flow to the sample and to an inert
reference material when both are heated or cooled at the same rate. Phase changes that are
associated with heat absorption or evolution induce a commensurate change in the differential
heat flow between sample and reference, which in effect appears as an uncompensated
temperature differential T, spread over the transformation event. Two types of DSC systems
are commonly in use and that are power compensating type and heat flux type
In a power compensated DSC both sample and reference materials are heated by two
separate identical furnaces at equal heating rate. Any change in the sample or reference
temperature is being compensated by means of an electric power from external source to
erence material either
zero or constant. The compensating heating power is linearly proportional to the temperature

temperature (above 700 0C (973 K)) is limited because the heat loss is more prominent at
high temperature due to radiation.
In heat flux DSC, the test specimen S and reference material R (usually an empty
sample pan + lid) are enclosed in the same furnace together with a metallic block of high
thermal conductivity that ensures a good heat-flow path between S and R. Further, the
enthalpy or heat capacity changes in the specimen S leads to a temperature difference
between both S and R pans which results in a finite heat-flow between the sample and the
reference. The temperature difference

between S and R is recorded and further related to

the enthalpy change in the specimen using calibration experiments. The heat-flux DSC
system is thus a slightly modified DTA system with a good heat-flow path between the
specimen and reference crucibles. The radiation loss at high temperature is same for both
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sample and reference materials and hence the heat flow between the sample and reference is
not affected due to the radiation loss. The instrument used in the present investigation is a
heat-flux type differential scanning calorimeter (Setaram® Setsys 1600), which is described
below.
2.4.2.

Equipment Details
Figure 2.6 depicts the heat flux DSC used in the present study (Setaram® Setsys

1600). The heat flux calorimeter consists of two pans, one for sample and the other for
reference, which are connected by a low resistance heat flow path, with the thermocouple
meant to sense the differential temperature positioned exactly beneath and midway
connecting sample and reference. The accuracy of results obtained with DSC is slightly
inferior at high temperature, notwithstanding the possibility of ensuring adequate
experimental precaution [164]. The Setaram® Setsys 1600 heat flux differential scanning
calorimeter is basically a single structure integrated unit, wherein furnace, measurement head,
mass flow controller, gas circuits and the controller are housed on a single mount. The
control of equipment is made through the proprietary software that is interfaced with the
equipment. The essential components of this DSC are as follows [165].
(i) High Temperature Furnace
The high temperature furnace shown in Fig. 2.7(a) is of cylindrical shape with a graphite tube
heating element. An inert gas atmosphere is always maintained in the furnace chamber to
avoid carbon evaporation at higher temperature. A thermocouple of B-type (PtRh 6%/30%) is
placed in the analysis chamber and furnace chamber for respective temperature measurement.
(ii) Measurement Head – DSC Probe
The DSC – plate is called the measurement head which is displayed in Fig. 2.7(b). This is a
machined metallic plate made of platinized copper-constantan containing two housings for
the sample and reference crucible fitted to a narrow alumina rod. The sample and reference
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crucibles are made of recrystallized alumina having nearly identical mass of about 240–250
mg and a volume of about 100 µL. The metallic plate consists of an embedded thin wire of
highly conductive platinum that serves the purpose of heat resistor between sample and the
reference.

Fig.2.6 The experimental set up for heat flux DSC used in the present study
The differential thermocouple of B-type (PtRh 6%/PtRh 30%) is positioned exactly below the
DSC plate and the gap between them is less than 2 mm. In addition, the central section of the
DSC plate sensor contains a thermocouple of B- type that measures the sample temperature
directly. The whole set up comprising of DSC plate, sample and reference crucibles,
thermocouples, guiding alumina tube together make up the heat flux DSC probe which is
hung from the top balancing plate. The DSC probe is always kept within the uniform
temperature zone of the water cooled graphite furnace.
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(iii) Vacuum Circuit, Gas Circuit, Chilled Water Cooling Circuit
A rotary vacuum pump serves the purpose of evacuating both analysis and furnace chamber.
A separate chiller (Julabo FC 1600 T) for water circulation is connected to cool the graphite
furnace. The vacuum and the water supply operations are done through an electro valve
command option. The programming and temperature control of the furnace is done by the
controller which is integrated with the CPU.

Fig.2.7 (a) Setaram® high temperature DSC furnace (b) Heat flux DSC plate-rod
2.4.3. Experimental Procedure
In the present study, samples of dimension 2 2 2 mm of mass 80-100 mg were
polished to obtain a flat surface to ensure better heat conduction., An empty cylindrical
alumina crucible with a volume of 100

is taken as reference and another identical crucible

is loaded with the sample. Before starting the experiment, the experimental chamber
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consisting of DSC probe and the furnace is evacuated and purged with pure argon gas with a
flow rate of about 50 ml per minute. The flow rate is maintained by means of electronic mass
flow controller (MFC) throughout the experiment. An argon pressure of about 1300 mbar is
maintained in the graphite furnace chamber. In the first step of the experimental schedule, the
furnace temperature is gradually raised to 473 K at a heating rate of 5 or 10 K min-1 and is
allowed to stabilize at this temperature for about 15 minutes. This leads to a smooth baseline
which ensures the attainment of thermal equilibrium of the system before starting any
measurement, which is essential for quantitative DSC experiments. Following this step,
suitable heating and cooling programmes are adopted. The heating and cooling rates adopted
are in the range 1-99 K min-1. Fresh samples are employed for each run and a few repeat runs
are also carried out for select heating rates (10 and 100 K min-1) in order to ensure the
reproducibility at either end of the scan rate spectrum.
The measurement details of the transformation temperature, enthalpy of transformation as
well as the estimation of kinetic parameters are described in the following section.
2.4.4. Temperature Calibration in DSC
The temperature calibration is carried out using the melting points of pure aluminum,
zinc, tin, copper, silver, gold and iron standards [166]. The onset value TS of the melting
point is determined by the procedure given above. These onset temperatures are determined
for various heating rates such as 1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30 K min-1 and the resulting data are
plotted in Fig. 2.8. In order to obtain the so-called equilibrium onset temperature, the plot in
Fig. 2.8 is extrapolated to hypothetical heating rate of 0 K min-1 [167-168].
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Fig. 2.8 Temperature calibration in DSC with pure Copper and Aluminum standards
These values are compared with the standard literature values in order to estimate the
correction to be employed for obtaining the true transformation temperatures. The
temperature accuracy in case of low heating rate experiments (1–30 K min ) is found to be
±2 K for samples of mass up to 50–100 mg; while it is ±4 K for high heating rates (>30 K
min ). The extrapolated melting temperature of Cu and Al is compared with literature values
and the deviation is found to be within ± 4 K. The degree of reproducibility is also checked
with repeat runs and the error in temperature measurement is found to be ±1 K.
2.4.5 Measurement of phase transformation enthalpy
From a standard non-isothermal DSC scan exhibiting a peak due to distinct phase
transformation; it is generally assumed that the heat of phase transformation is directly
proportional to the peak area after suitable baseline normalization. Thus,
Htr = k(T)

(Peak Area)

(2.5)

Htr is the enthalpy change accompanying phase transformation, k(T) is the temperature
dependent calibration constant. Peak area is the total area under the transformation peak
which is readily obtained by the data processing software after appropriate baseline
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construction [168-171]. The conversion factor k(T) is obtained by measuring the peak area
recorded with the melting reactions of standards like pure aluminum, zinc, tin, copper and
iron etc. of known enthalpy [171]. In the case of metals it is a usual practice to estimate the
calibration constants with small heating rates in order to avoid the effect of undercooling. In
addition, it is also desirable to employ a calibrant that shares similar thermophysical
characteristics with the alloy under investigation. In view of this, pure iron has been taken as
the calibrant in the present study for characterizing accurately the enthalpy effects of steels.
It is important to mentionhere that, with the adaptation of proper calibration
procedure, a DSC can also be effectively used to get estimates of specific heat [168-171].
However, in the present study, the specific heat has been estimated from the measured
enthalpy increment using drop calorimeter which provides more reliable and accurate heat
capacity as the measurements were carried out under near-equilibrium conditions.
2.5

Thermo mechanical Analyser
Thermo Mechanical Analyser (TMA) or Dilatometry is a thermo-analytical technique

for measuring the linear thermal dilation (expansion/shrinkage) of a solid material that is
subjected to a programmed heating/cooling. The dilation of a specimen with change in
temperature is mechanically detected by a pushrod in contact with the sample and is
transmitted to a sensor which records the variation of dimension as a function of temperature.
In general the push rod dilatometers are mounted in two different designs, namely (i)
horizontal and (ii) vertical push rod dilatometers. A horizontally mounted push rod
dilatometer gives better temperature uniformity within the furnace although a small tracking
force is always required for the push rod to ensure good contact between the sample and
pushrod [163]. In contrast, components in a vertical dilatometer can remain in contact under
their own weight, which may be at the expense of an inferior thermal gradient in the
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specimen due to furnace convection currents [163]. Figure 2.9 portrays the schematic of a
vertical push rod dilatometer.

Fig. 2.9 Schematic representation of a vertical push rod dilatometer
The push rod is thermally stabilized and insensitive to mechanical vibration. The
specimen is positioned just below the push rod inside the furnace. The linear variable
differential transformer (LVDT) which is insulated from the furnace is mounted over the
push rod which measures the dimensional change in the sample. The thermocouple is placed
very close to the sample in order to measure the furnace temperature precisely. In the present
investigation, the dilatational strain has been measured using Setaram® Setsys evolution TMA
16 equipment. A brief description on the equipment is what follows in the next section.
2.5.1. Instrument details
Setaram® Setsys evolution TMA 16 is a vertically mounted single pushrod type
dilatometer equipped with a resistance heated graphite furnace and an LVDT sensor for

l / lo) [172]. Figure 2.10
depicts the experimental set up for the Setaram® Setsys evolution TMA 16.
(i) High temperature furnace
The high temperature furnace is made up of a graphite tube which serves the purpose of
heating element that surrounds the experimental chamber. A type-B thermocouple (PtRh 6% /
PtRh 30%) is fixed along the wall of the sample holder tube to measure the furnace
temperature. The temperature controller is placed below the sample holder tube mounted on
the bottom of the furnace wall.
(ii) Sample holder and push rod assembly
The sample holder and the push rod assembly consist of a flat-ended recrystallized (RC)
alumina sample holder tube and a RC alumina push rod with a hemispherical end. A
rectangular cut was made at the bottom end of the sample holder tube to hold an RCA
alumina plate over which the sample is positioned. The top end of sample holder tube was
fixed with an aluminum support, which is connected to LVDT protective shell for vertical
movement of the holder tube. The push rod used is mounted exactly at the center of the
sample holder tube, and transmits the dilation signal to LVDT through a connected plunger.
The bottom end of the push rod rested on the RCA alumina plate. The push rod is enabled to
move up and down from the software control. When the pushrod is moved up, the sample is
placed over the RCA alumina plate. Once the sample is placed properly, the pushrod is
allowed to move down to touch the sample. For vertical movement of the sample holder and
push rod assembly, a motor-controlled lifting mechanism has been positioned on the top.
Once the sample is loaded, the entire assembly along with the sample is brought inside the
furnace using the motor controller.
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Fig. 2.10. Experimental set up for Setaram® setsys Evolution TMA 16
(iii) Linear variable differential Transformer (LVDT)
The LVDT is connected to the pushrod with a spring load configuration. The maximum range
of displacement for the LVDT is ±2 mm. The lower range resolution of the LVDT is 0.23
fed to the data analysis software in
order to obtain a temperature and time variation of dilatational strain in the measured
specimen.
(iv) Gas, vacuum, chill-water circuit and controller
An external rotary vacuum pump (EDWARDS) supplied by Setaram® is used for evacuating
both the experimental and furnace chambers before starting the experiment. After the
pressure inside the experimental chamber reaches 1x10-2 mbar, both the chambers were filled
with high pure argon gas to maintain atmospheric pressure. An external chill water supply
with controlled flow is provided for the furnace cooling. The heating schedule programming,

the data acquisition and storage are carried out through controller interfaced with the Calisto
software through a personal computer.
2.5.2. Measurement details
Samples for dilatometry are taken in the form of small rectangular (20 x 20 mm)
slices with smooth and flat surface. The starting thickness of the sample has been measured
by a digital Vernier gauge with least count ±0.01 mm. The entire experiment has been carried
out in flowing high purity Ar–gas atmosphere. Pure Sapphire supplied by Setaram® with
known bulk thermal expansion values are used as calibration standard [173]. Figure 2.11
l/l) observed for the sapphire standard supplied by Setaram®
along with the reported values. The relative accuracy of the measured normalized dilatational
strain in percentage (

/ l298) has been estimated to be 5%. The calibration of temperature has
-bcc

-fcc) of high purity iron (Sigma

Aldrich iron with 80 mass ppm of impurities) samples under slow heating (3 K min-1)
conditions. The temperature accuracy was found to be ±2 K. The recorded dilation in a push
rod dilatometer for any specimen is the overall dilation due to the sample, the sample holder,
as well as the push rod. In order to obtain the dilatational strain due to the sample alone, a
baseline correction is essential [163, 174-175]. A brief account of the baseline correction
method adopted in this study is presented here. For every experiment with the specimen, one
blank run (without sample) has been carried out to monitor the dilatational strain due to the
sample holder and push rod assembly.
l) with the sample placed on the
holder and without sample can be expressed by the following equations.

lsample(T )

lblank (T )

lsampleholder(T )

l pushrod(T )

l sample holder (T )

lsample(T )

l pushrod (T )
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(2.6)
(2.7)

For the blank run, the extra length of the pushrod introduced inside the furnace due to the
absence of specimen needs to be considered.

Fig. 2.11. Calibration of push rod dilatometer using sapphire standard
The extra contribution from the (specimen holder + pushrod) towards the dilatational strain in
the blank run is an outcome of the extra length of the pushrod (equivalent to the length of the
sample

push-rod

are the thermal expansion coefficient of sample and the push

rod respectively, then the dilatational strain is represented as

lsample
l Blank

lsampleholder (T ) Lsample

l sampleholder T

Lpushrod

sample

pushrod

(T )

(T )

(2.8)
(2.9)

In a similar manner the temperature dependent dilation can be obtained for a reference
specimen with known thermal expansion. The dilation in the reference specimen can be
represented as:

lreference

lsample holder (T )

Lreference

reference
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(2.10)

Subtracting Eq. (2.9) from Eq. (2.10) and Eq. (2.10) from Eq. (2.8) gives

sample

(T )

pushrod

(T )

l sample

lblank

L pushrod

pushrod

T

(2.11)

L sample
Lreference

push-rod(T)

reference

(T )

l reference

lblank

(2.12)

L pushrod

is evaluated from Eq. (2.12) using known value of

reference

the dilation

due to specimen alone and its thermal expansion can be evaluated using Eq. (2.11).
2.6.

Laser flash thermal diffusivity
The laser flash method is generally acknowledged as a standard and reliable method

for measuring thermal diffusivities of solids above room temperature [176-177]. This is
because the method employs non-contact, non-destructive temperature sensing to achieve
high accuracy [178]. The basic principle of a laser flash thermal diffusivity is the
measurement of the temperature rise of one surface of the specimen as a function of time
when the other surface is irradiated with a programmed laser flash. The resulting measuring
signal computes the thermal diffusivity. If the temperature dependence of density and specific
heat (Cp) is known for the sample, the thermal conductivity of the sample is estimated from
the measured thermal diffusivity values.
2.6.1. Instrumental details
In the present study the measurement of temperature dependent thermal diffusivities
was carried out using a Linseis® laser flash apparatus (LFA). The experimental set up for the
thermal diffusivity measurement carried out in this study is portrayed in Fig. 2.12. The major
components of the LFA are described below:
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Fig. 2.12. Experimental set up for the Linseis® laser flash apparatus
(i) Laser source
The sample was irradiated with an Nd-YAG laser source with adjustable incident pulse
energy and a pulse length of 300
per pulse. Both the power and the pulse length are easily adjustable d by the controlling
software.
(ii) IR detector
The diffusivity system is equipped with one InSb infrared detector at the rear end of the
sample. The transient thermal energy conducted through the thickness of the thin sample after
the irradiation of laser flash is detected at the back surface of the flat sample by the rise in
temperature ( T). The infrared detector is cooled with the help of liquid N2 at regular
intervals during an experimental schedule.
(iii) High temperature furnace
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The high temperature SiC furnace is positioned inside the diffusivity set up. The maximum
temperature achieved by the furnace is 1600 0C (1873 K). The heating rate can be varied
from 2 K min-1 to 50 K min-1, depending on the experimental conditions. In the present
investigation an optimal heating rate of 7 K min-1 has been chosen for the measurement of
thermal diffusivity.
(iv) Sample holder
A fully motorized sample robot is placed at the center of the furnace which can carry up to 6
samples. There are three sample slots for square shaped (side - 10 mm) as well as circular
disc shaped specimens with the diameter of 25.4 mm. This design allows uninterrupted
throughput. Liquid samples can also be measured in special containers.
(v) Gas, vacuum, chill-water circuit and controller
An external turbo molecular pump (10 -5mbar) attached to the furnace chamber is used for
evacuating the furnace chamber. Further a manual or automatic software controlled gas
control box (2, 3 or 4 gases) is also attached to generate specific gas atmospheres. The
recorded data from the IR detector is analyzed through the LFA software provided by Linseis
which evaluates the thermal diffusivity by the selection of appropriate conduction model
which best fits the measured time variation of temperature data.
2.6.2. Measurement details
In order to ensure the maximum absorption of heat from the incident laser pulse, the
sample was coated with a thin layer of graphite. It is noteworthy to mention here that, with
increase in temperature, the absorptivity of laser is changed depending on the temperature
dependence of electrical conductivity of the specimen. In case of stainless steels, the
absorptivity increases as the electrical conductivity decreases with increase in temperature
[179]. However, the absorptivity can be enhanced to a great extent using graphite coatings
which gives the surfaces a near black body behavior [180-181]. In addition, the
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measurements of diffusivity are carried out under vacuum which eliminate the possibility of
gaseous convection of heat from the specimen after it is exposed to the laser pulse. Under
such situations, it is assumed that the incident laser energy is fully absorbed on the irradiated
surface which ensures adiabatic conditions. As soon as the back surface of the specimen is
irradiated with the laser flash, the transient thermal energy is conducted through the thickness
of the thin sample in a short time interval. This is detected at the back surface of the flat
sample by the rise in temperature ( T) through the infrared detector. The measured
temperature rise as a function of time (t) is recorded by a suitable electronic data collection
and analysis protocol. The observed

T versus t variation is fitted to a standard predefined

one-dimensional conduction model through a thin metallic slab, which enables the precise
estimation of the quantity t1/2. Physically t1/2 represents the time required for the back surface
to reach half of the maximum measured temperature rise ( T/2). Then it emerges that the
thermal diffusivity of the sample is given by the following expression [180-181].
1.73 L2
2
t1 / 2
Where L is the thickness and

(2.13)
is the thermal diffusivity of the sample. A minimum of five

concordant measurements were carried out at 50 K temperature interval. The average of these
five measurements was taken as typical thermal diffusivity estimate at the measurement
temperature. The accuracy of each measurement is found to be ±3 %. In case of materials
where the conduction is the mode of heat transmission, the flash method has been shown to
have an maximum uncertainty of ±4% at elevated temperatures [181]. The accuracy in the
temperature measurement is observed to be ± 2 K.
2.7.

Microstructure characterization and hardness measurement

2.7.1. Optical metallography
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Optical microscopy images were obtained using a Leica MeF4A® optical microscope
fitted with a Leica digital camera and associated proprietary software for image acquisition
and analysis. The specimen surfaces were prepared using established metallography
procedures. Mounting of sample was done using cold setting resin (epoxy resin) and some
samples through hot mounting press (thermosetting plastic – phenolic resin), which were then
ground systematically from coarser to finer emery grades (wet silicon carbide paper) with
rotating discs. Finally, the samples were polished with alumina and diamond paste and
thoroughly cleaned. Etching was done by swabbing the surface with the appropriate etchant.
2.7.2 X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
XRD analysis was carried out using an Inel XRG 3000 -X-Ray diffractometer which
makes use of a curved position sensitive X-ray detector. Such type of detectors can measure
up to 120 degrees of 2 simultaneously and have high speed of data acquisition. Thin slices
of specimen of dimensions 10 mm 10 mm and thickness of ~ 2 mm were flattened by
grinding and loaded. The voltage and the current level in X-ray tube were set as 40 kV and 30
mA respectively. Cu-K source of wavelength 1.5406 Å with a nickel filter was used in the
present study. The diffraction pattern for each sample was recorded for duration of 1 h. The
diffractometer was calibrated with annealed silicon powder obtained from NPL, India. The
recorded peak positions, full width at half maximum and d-spacings were compared with the
standard values from JCPDS data.
2.7.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy studies were carried out with Philips XL30 ESEM
attached with Energy Dispersive Spectrometer for microchemical analysis. The specimens
were prepared in a similar manner to that for optical microscopy. Secondary electron modes
are used for the microstructural observations. Conducting carbon tapes were used for
grounding the charge to prevent the buildup of electrostatic charge. The magnification
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calibration was made with standard cross grating samples of 20 lines/mm and 2160 lines/mm.
Resolution was calibrated with gold nanoparticles embedded on carbon film, whose spacing
was of the order of 20 Å. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis was carried out for qualitative
identification of elements with atomic number greater than 10.
2.7.4 Microhardness measurement
Vickers hardness measurements were carried out with Leitz Vickers micro hardness
tester using loads of 50 or 100 g load. About eight to ten measurements was taken for each
data point and the average value is reported. The probable error calculated by taking 15
indentation measurements on the standard sample was found to be within ±3 %. The Vickers
hardness number (VHN) is calculated using the following formula
VHN=1.854 (F/D2).

(2.14)

with F is the applied load and D2 is the area of the indentation.
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Chapter-3

Phase stability of Fe-16 at. % Cr alloy: A
calorimetry and modelling based approach
to elucidate the role of magnetic interactions
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3.1.

Introduction
Although the Fe-Cr alloys are well studied there is not enough literature on high

temperature thermodynamic properties and its interpretation in terms of physical based
modelling protocols, to yield a wholesome picture of phase stability in Fe-Cr system.
Moreover, the thermal properties of the anomalous domain of Fe rich dilute Fe-Cr alloy has
not been systematically studied under equilibrium condition as a function of temperature and
composition, since the pioneering studies of Dench [25] and Normanton et al.[33]. This puts
a constraint of not having adequate data to model the magnetic contribution to Gibbs energy,
Gmag [95-98]. Recent spin polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations with
disordered localized moment [65-78], have offered some insights into low temperature region
of Fe-Cr equilibrium diagram. The DFT calculations suggest some revisions with respect to
’/ ’+ ”– solvus boundary and also on the skewed nature of ’+ ” miscibility gap [85].
These changes are in tune with the findings of small angle neutron scattering experiments on
iron rich Fe-Cr alloys [54-57]. In order to address the ambiguity on the solubility of Cr in

-

Fe and the anomalous behavior of dilute Fe rich Fe-Cr alloy, it is essential to determine the
equilibrium thermal properties at low and high temperatures. The present study aims to filling
up this gap partially. In specific terms, equilibrium measurements of high temperature
enthalpy increment (HT-H298.15) have been made on Fe-16 at % Cr alloy using inverse drop
calorimetry in the temperature range, 25 -1050 0C (298 to 1323 K). The Curie temperature
and the transformation enthalpy associated with the magnetic transformation have been
experimentally determined. Further, a consolidated physically based modelling approach has
been developed which fully describes the thermodynamic properties of ferromagnetic
phase for Fe-rich Fe-Cr alloys (0-16 at. %Cr). Therefore, by generation of high temperature
calorimetry data and possible integration of these in terms of simple and physically based
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modelling protocols, a wholesome conceptual basis of phase stability in Fe rich Fe-Cr system
has been established.
3.2.

Characterisation of Fe-16 at. % Cr alloy
The room temperature XRD pattern of a slow cooled homogenized Fe-16 at. %Cr

alloy is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). It reveals the presence of single

-bcc phase with a lattice

parameter value, a = 0.2868 nm.

Fig. 3.1(a). Room Temperature X-ray diffraction pattern of homogenized Fe-16 at.% Cr
alloy and (b) diffraction pattern obtained using 11 keV synchrotron source.
In the widely accepted Fe-Cr equilibrium diagram [85], the Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy is reported as
a two-phase mix of Fe-rich ' and Cr-rich '' phases at room temperature. However, the XRD
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profile in Fig. 3.1(a) shows no evidence for the presence of Cr-rich ''-bcc phase. In order to
rule out the presence of low volume fraction of ''-phase, high resolution diffraction data has
been obtained using 11 keV synchrotron source at Indus II, RRCAT Indore. The synchrotron
based XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 3.1(b) where in no evidence is observed for Cr-rich ''phase. Further, the lattice parameter of -ferrite phase obtained from the principal reflections
of both conventional XRD (0.2868 nm) and synchrotron source (0.2864 nm) are in good
agreement. The microstructure of the alloy is shown in Fig. 3.2 which reveals an equiaxed
homogeneous grain structure.

Fig. 3.2. Optical micrograph of homogenized Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy

3.3.

Evaluation of thermodynamic properties using calorimetry methods
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The baseline calibrated DSC thermogram recorded at 10 K min-1 heating and cooling
cycle is presented in Fig. 3.3. The figure shows two sharp thermal arrests at 711 0C (984 K)
5 0C and 1512 0C (1785 K) 10 0C during the heating cycle. These correspond to magnetic
transformation of

ferro

para

(Tc) and -ferrite

Liquid transformations respectively. The

measured transformation temperatures are in good agreement with the currently reported
values for Tc and melting [40]. The temperature variation of measured enthalpy increment
values, HT-H298.15/J mol-1 obtained by drop calorimetry is graphically shown in Fig. 3.4. The
enthalpy data (circled in Fig. 3.4) exhibits a steady increase with temperature; and in the
temperature domain associated with magnetic transition Tc, there is a marked change in slope,
suggesting that

ferro

para

phase transition is accompanied by a continuous enthalpy

change, Hmag(T).

Fig. 3.3. Differential scanning calorimetry trace of annealed Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy at 10 K
min-1 heating and cooling rate.
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In the present case, a value of about 2.2 0.2 kJmol-1 for the magnetic transformation enthalpy
Hmag, has been estimated for Fe-16 at. % Cr alloy. The method of evaluating Hmag from
experimentally measured temperature dependent enthalpy increment values has already been
detailed in Chapter 2. The value estimated in this study is lower than 7.32 kJ mol-1, the value
reported for Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy, by Normanton et al [33]. However, the Tc measured in this
study compares very well with the interpolated estimate of Normantan et al.[33]. This
difference could probably be due to H700 being used as a reference enthalpy value by
Normantan et al. in place of H298.15 used conventionally.

Fig. 3.4. Temperature variation of experimentally measured enthalpy increment HT-H298.15
values plotted along with the fit data
Study of available literature shows a wide variation in the reported

Hmag values in Fe-Cr

alloys. A comparison with zero Kelvin spin-polarized DFT estimate of Ruban et al.[75], for
o

Emag indicates that the present experimental value of Hmag is lower than the theoretical one

by a factor 3 [87]. However, it is known that the theoretical Emag pertains to the difference in
total calculated total (cohesive) energies between a ferromagnetic ground state and
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hypothetical paramagnetic one at zero Kelvin. The ferromagnetic ground state energy is
calculated for the equilibrium value of the total average magnetic moment <Mo> estimated at
corresponding equilibrium atomic volume, Vo. On the other hand, the experimental
corresponds to the change in enthalpy associated with

ferro

para

Hmag

transition measured at Tc=

711 0C (984 5 K). It is well known that at finite temperatures, 0 T Tc, the measured value of
saturation magnetic moment <M> is less than its value at zero Kelvin, <Mo>. In fact, for
itinerant ferromagnetic alloys, it is generally found that M(T) Mo(1-T/Tc) ; with =0.32-0.36
[95]. In view of this fact, it is evident that Emag would be a strongly decreasing function of
temperature, and further at temperatures close to Tc, it is only expected to be a small fraction
of its maximum value at zero Kelvin. It is necessary to emphasize here while comparing
experimental and theoretical estimates of thermodynamic quantities, that different theoretical
values for Mo, Vo and

Emag would be obtained depending on the level of technical

sophistication and calculation methodologies adopted for treating the magnetic part of total
binding energy. Thus, for example, the disordered localized moment-ferromagnetic-local spin
density approximation (DLM-FM-LSDA) based calculations of Ruban et al. [75], yield for
o

Emag a value of 15.1 kJ mol-1(11.5 mRy/at); while the calculations by same authors in

DLM-FM-GGA (generalized gradient approximation) return a higher estimate of 17.06 kJ
mol-1 (13.0 mRy/at) [74, 87]. In comparison, the Calphad estimate is placed somewhat lower
at 9.2 kJ mol-1 (7 mRy/at) [40]. Interestingly, another earlier theoretical calculation by Klaver
et al., [66] on Fe-Cr system gives Emag values, which are lower than the latter theoretical
estimates of Ruban et al [75, 87]. It is also interesting to recall that there is about 10%
difference between various computed ground state magnetic moment <Mo> values [78, 98],
which might partly account for the above difference in computed estimates of

Emag. In

addition, it must also be mentioned that the experimental estimate of Hmag is subjected to
10% error. In view of the above discussions, the present experimental estimate of
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Hmag =

2.2 0.2 kJmol-1 for Fe-15Cr alloy is considered to be well within the accepted uncertainty
bounds. This is also consistent with the observed decrease in the average magnetic moment
<M> with increasing Cr-concentration in Fe-Cr system [40, 66, 78, 87, 98]
3.4.

Analytical data fitting procedure
The measured HT-H298.15 variation with temperature (T) has been fitted to the

following empirical form.
HT-H298.15 = A+ BT+ CT2 +D/T + Hmag

(3.1)

The first four terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.1) belong to the classical Maier-Kelley
empirical formulation for representing the temperature dependence of heat capacity C p(T) of
paramagnetic solids in the high temperature region (T

D).

Since Fe-15Cr alloy is

ferromagnetic, the magnetic contribution to HT-H298.15 is treated separately as an additive
contribution, using the phenomenological Hillert-Jarl model [97], which requires only the
knowledge of Tc and

, the average total magnetic moment as a function of alloy

composition. Thus, Hmag(T) may be given as,
Hmag(T)= RT ln( +1)×h( )

(3.2)

Where, R is the gas constant, h( ) is a function of scaled temperature,

= T/Tc and is given

as,
h( )={(-79 -1/140 p) + (474/497)×(1/p-1)[( 3/2)+( 9/15)+(
h( )={( -5/2)+(

-15

/21)+(

-25

15

/40)]}/D; for

/60)}/D; for >1.

1.

(3.3)
(3.4)

In the above expression, D is an empirical constant given by the expression
D = (518/1125) + (11692/15975)(1/p-1)

(3.5)

The parameter, p is the fraction of magnetic enthalpy absorbed above Tc and is normally
dependent on structure [96, 97]. It takes the value, p = 0.40; and D = 1.55828482 for bcc or
B2 ordered structure; while, p = 0.28 and D = 2.342456517 otherwise [183]. The
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corresponding expression for magnetic contribution to specific heat

Cp mag(T) is given as

follows.
Cpmag(T) = R ln( +1)×C( )

(3.6)

C( ) = {(474/497)*(1/p-1)[(2 3)+(2 9/3)+(2
C( ) ={(2

-5

)+(2

-15

/3)+(2

-25

15

1

/5)]}/D; for

(3.7)

/3)}/D; for >1

(3.8)

In a similar way, the magnetic contribution to entropy Smag(T), is given by the following set
of expressions.
Smag(T) = -Rln( +1)×f( )

(3.9)

f( ) = 1-{(474/497)×(1/p-1)×[(2 3/3)+(2 9/27)+(2
f( ) = {(2

-5

/5)+(2

-15

/45)+(2

-25

15

/75)}/D; for

1

/125)}/D; for >1

(3.10)
(3.11)

For Fe-15Cr alloy, there are no experimental estimates of saturation magnetic moment . In
= 1.75, coming from spin-polarised DFT

view of this, the theoretical estimate of

calculations is adopted in this study [65, 85, 87]. For Tc, the present experimental estimate of
984 5K is used.
The fitting of measured enthalpy increment data to Eq. (3.1-3.5) by means of
nonlinear regression yielded the following set of values for the fit-coefficients. In the
temperature range, 298.15 T 1323 K.
A /J mol-1

=

B /J mol-1 K-1

=

31.04

C/J mol-1 K-2

=

0.00012

D/J K mol-1

=

1018574.08

With, R2 (fit) = 0.98

-12656.62

352.1;

3.15;
0.0003;
9752.6;
(3.12)
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The experimental enthalpy increment data together with the above described analytical fit
(line joining the experimental data points) have been co-plotted in Fig. 3.4 and they are in
good agreement. The total heat capacity Cp that is consistent with the above fit is given as,
Cp= B+2CT-D/T2+ Cpmag

(3.13)

In the above expression, Cpmag, the magnetic contribution to Cp is given Eq. (3.6-3.8). It is
clear that the first three terms in the above expression stand for paramagnetic Cp. The
magnetic part, Cpmag at Tc = 711 0C (984 K) is estimated to be 23.3 J mol-1 K-1. At present,
there are no reported experimental calorimetry estimates of this quantity for Fe-15Cr alloy.
Nevertheless, the present value is in good agreement with the estimated value of 21 J mol-1 K1

for an alloy of close composition namely Fe-13 at.% Cr for which the reported value of Tc is

higher by about 23 K [40]. The experimentally estimated total Cp and

Cpmag values are

plotted as a function of temperature for Fe-16 at. %Cr alloy in Fig. 3.5. This figure also
contains experimental data on Fe-13Cr alloy, taken from the recent work of Xiong et al [40].
The experimental values of HT-H298.15, Cp, Cpmag values tabulated for Fe-16 at. % Cr alloy in
Table 3.1 are given for select temperatures. For comparison, the fit values of HT-H298.15 data
have also been included.
3.5.

Modelling of thermodynamic parameters of Fe-Cr alloys using Debye-Grüneisen

formalism
It is well-known that thermodynamic properties of condensed phases can be computed
either on ab initio basis or through suitable phenomenological equation of state (EoS), if
reliable input data are available on EoS parameters [183-184]. In the present study, the
Debye-Grüneisen formalism is adopted for computing the vibrational contribution to the
thermodynamics of Fe-Cr alloys [183]. The temperature or in effect, the volume dependence
of Debye characteristic temperature

D

is taken care of by Grüneisen parameter

G.

The

vibrational contribution to enthalpy is also taken into account by the small conduction
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electronic contribution to heat capacity Cpel. Finally, as described in the previous section,
the magnetic contribution is separately accounted for by the Hillert-Jarl model [97].

Fig. 3.5. Specific heat computed by Debye-Grüneisen model are plotted together with
experimentally estimated values. For comparison, the experimentally determined values of
Cp for Fe-13 at.% Cr alloy are also presented [40].
The total enthalpy H(T) at any pressure and temperature may be written as a sum of
following partial contributions [183]:
HT = Eo(V)+ ( Evib + Eel + Emag + Eothers) + P V

(3.14)

The first term, Eo(V) stands for the Zero Kelvin contribution which is dependent on only
volume. This is also called the potential or cold pressure term, as it is independent of
temperature. To this zero Kelvin energy term, are added the thermal or vibrational
contribution

Evib, electronic contribution

Eel and other corrections coming from lattice

defects and higher order contributions to anharmonicity, collectively given as Eothers.
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Table 3.1
Tabulation of experimentally measured enthalpy increment (HT-H298.15) values together with
corresponding fitted ones for select temperatures. The percentage deviation ( ) of fit enthalpy values
from experimental data, the total specific heat Cp and its magnetic contribution Cpmag are listed
Temperat
ure
(K)

HT–H298.15
(J mol-1)
Experiment

HT–H298.15
(J mol-1)
Fit values

HT–H298.15
(J mol-1)
Model
Estimated

=100×( HExp
- HFit)/ HExp
(%)

Cp
Expt.
(J mol-1K1
)

Cpmag
(J mol1 -1
K )

Ferromagnetic -Phase
464
4574
4118
4394
9.98
28.23
1.5
514
5908
5560
5808
5.88
29.86
2.2
539
6819
6323
6559
7.27
30.65
2.6
563
7581
7063
7263
6.84
31.34
3.0
590
8195
7883
8038
3.81
32.06
3.4
613
8996
8622
8735
4.16
32.74
3.9
638
10446
9464
9537
9.40
33.48
4.4
663
10219
10279
10291
-0.59
34.23
5.0
712
11877
11996
11911
-1.00
35.87
6.3
737
13199
12897
12749
2.29
36.77
7.1
761
14298
13790
13573
3.55
37.73
7.9
787
15218
14747
14454
3.10
38.78
8.8
811
15859
15686
15323
1.09
39.94
9.9
836
16717
16702
16295
0.08
41.25
11.1
861
17603
17728
17224
-0.70
42.71
12.5
886
18401
18808
18228
-2.18
44.39
14.1
910
19476
19901
19276
-2.18
46.33
15.9
935
20480
21088
20375
-2.96
48.60
18.1
959
22183
22274
21487
-0.41
51.27
20.7
984
23230
23597
22717
-1.58
53.30
23.4
Paramagnetic -Phase
1010
24847
24761
25723
0.35
45.06
14.4
1034
25476
25791
26767
-1.24
41.95
11.3
1058
26730
26794
27808
-0.24
39.61
8.9
1108
27483
28713
29902
-4.48
38.08
7.2
1133
29363
29632
30974
-0.92
37.30
6.4
1183
31455
31406
32941
0.16
35.63
4.7
1232
31823
33136
34734
-4.13
34.92
3.9
1257
34696
33991
35774
2.03
34.61
3.6
1298
34436
35366
36691
-2.70
33.94
2.8
1353
36796
37186
38440
-1.06
33.52
2.3
1392
38326
38522
40170
-0.51
33.34
2.1
*Uncertainty associated with experimental temperature measurement is
2 K; the measured
temperature stability as a function of time is better than 0.01 K. Enthalpy increment HT–H298.15
values are accurate to 2% upto 700 K and 5%, upto 1400 K.
The P V is the thermal expansion correction for any chosen temperature T, and pressure P.
Of these, Eo(V) is the baseline contribution, and being temperature independent does not
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contribute to Cv. It basically serves to define volume at zero Kelvin temperature Vo, since, the
potential or cold pressure, is given as Pc=-dEo(V)/dV. At thermodynamic equilibrium, this socalled internal pressure is fully balanced by the pressure offered by thermal and other
contributions [184]. In normal practice, the quasiharmonic thermal contribution Evib may be
satisfactorily approximated by either, Einstein, Debye or Nernst-Lindemann models, by
incorporating a volume dependent characteristic temperature
averaged or bulk Gruneisen parameter

G

through appropriate mode

[183-184]. In the present study, the Nernst-

Lindemann interpolation scheme is followed for Evib(T).
Evib(T)= (3/4) n

-1)}+{1/(e

-1)}]

(3.15)
n is the number

of molecules in one formula unit of substance under consideration. In the present case, n=1.
The volume
G=

-dln /dlnV

(3.16)

(V) = o(V/Vo)- G

(3.17)

Or,

Neglecting the mode dependence of the Grüneisen parameters, the bulk thermal

G

can be

expressed as
vBTV/Cv

G

Where,

V

(3.18)

is the volume thermal expansion coefficient, BT is the isothermal bulk modulus

and Cv is specific heat at constant volume.

v

and Cv

at 298 K are lacking for certain compositions, one may also use the following approximation
correlating
G

G

with Poisson ratio,

[185].

= 3/2{(1+ )/(2-3 )}

(3.19)

1+ = E/2G

(3.20)
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1-2 =E/3B

(3.21)

In the above expressions, E, G and B represent Young’s, shear and bulk modulus values
respectively. Finally, when reliable information on isothermal pressure-volume equation of
state parameters is available through ab initio calculations, it is possible to estimate

G

at zero

Kelvin from the knowledge of pressure derivative of isothermal bulk modulus B T. Thus,
using Slater’s approximation,
G=

The

G

G

may be given as,

½B T–1/6

(3.22)

values estimated by different approximations exhibit minor differences. In the present

study, Eq. (3.18) is employed to estimate

G,

where reliable experimental thermophysical

property data are available; otherwise, Eq. (3.19) is uniformly employed using the theoretical
computed

values for all Fe-Cr alloys in the range, 0-20 wt.% Cr. The electronic

contribution to internal energy Eel, is written as [183]
Eel/atom = (2 2kB2 N(EF)/3)(T2/2)

(3.23)

N(EF) is the electron density of states/atom at the Fermi level, kB is Boltzmann constant. The
corresponding expression for Cpel is given by the following relation.
Cpel =
el=

T

(3.24)

2 2kB2N(EF)/3

(3.25)

el

It needs to be mentioned that wherever reliable experimental values for N(EF) and its
composition dependence are available , these values are preferred. In Table 3.2, the input
data for the model parameters are listed. It is necessary to state that for xCr 13 at. %, the FeCr alloys undergo

-ferrite

-austenite transformation at high temperatures. Calorimetry

based studies in the -phase of Fe-Cr system is scarce, other than that of Normanton et al
[33], which is even more limited in case of theoretical studies. Consistent set of theoretical
estimates of molar volume, bulk modulus, Grüneisen parameter, Debye temperature, Poisson
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ratio, saturation magnetic moment, electronic density of states at Fermi level etc., are not
available for fcc Fe-Cr alloys In view of this situation, the modelling approach could not be
extended for -fcc Fe-Cr alloys. There is a need to reinvestigate the thermodynamics of fcc
Fe-Cr alloys, through a combination of key experiments and theory. In addition to estimating
total enthalpy or heat capacity as a function of temperature and composition, the DebyeGrüneisen formalism can also be successfully employed to arrive at a consistent estimate of
volume thermal expansion [183]. The following expression is used for representing the
temperature variation of molar volume, arising purely from the vibrational contribution.
VT= V0{[Evib/(Q0–k Evib)]+1}
Where, Qo=BTVo/

G

(3.26)

and k=(B T-1)/2, Vo is the molar volume at reference temperature To =

298.15 K, BT is isothermal bulk modulus and B T is the corresponding pressure derivative at
298.15 K. In case of magnetic alloys, the above expression needs to be further augmented
with magnetic contributions to molar volume, Vmag again as a function of temperature and
Cr content. Although, the scope of this study is mainly restricted to calorimetric elucidation
of high temperature phase stability, it is nevertheless useful to mention that accurate thermal
expansion measurements can also be employed to unravel the role of magnetic interactions in
Fe-Cr alloys. In Fig. 3.5, a comparison is made between the estimated contributions to
specific heat Cp, as obtained by above mentioned modelling route and experimental values. A
reasonably good agreement is seen. Interestingly a similar degree of match is also found
between the model based estimated enthalpy increment values and the experimental data of
Normanton et. al., (HT-H700) for a variety of compositions [33]. This is illustrated in the
collage given in Fig. 3.6, for few compositions, including pure iron. Since Normanton’s work
reports values only for temperatures exceeding 700 K, the predicted values could not be
tested for their relative accuracy at lower temperatures.
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Table 3.2
List of input parameters used in the Debye-Grüneisen+Hillert-Jarl model based estimation of
vibrational and magnetic contributions to enthalpy and specific heat.
Alloy
Designation
(at.% Cr)
Lattice
parameter
at 298K / nm

Fe

Fe-3Cr

Fe-9Cr

Fe-12Cr

Fe-16Cr

Fe-21Cr

0.2866

0.2867

0.2870

0.2870

0.2871

0.2872

Molar Volume
/10-6 m3

7.08

7.1

7.117

7.125

7.126

7.132

BT /(GPa)
[72]

193.9

180.6

180.4

183.8

186.7

192.7

427

427

441

445

449

454

0.291

0.278

0.263

0.262

0.262

0.265

1.71

1.64

1.56

1.55

1.7

1.68

1.04

0.956

0.831

0.859

0.91

0.97

0.00497
(0.0049)

0.00461
0.00426
(0.00452) (0.00393)

0.00396
(0.00406)

0.00377
(0.0043)

0.004125
(0.00458)

2.224

2.147

1.99

1.91

1.82

1.75

1043

1049

1027

1007

977
984
(this study)

929
925

[186]

[186]

D
[72]

/K

Poisson ratio
( )
[72]

G

(Eq. 3.19 )
N(Ef)/eV. states
[65]

e/
[65]

J mol K-2

Average
Magnetic
moment ( B)

[85]

Tc/K
[40]

However, it is interesting to note that simple quasiharmonic Debye-Grüneisen formalism in
combination with Hillert-Jarl description of magnetic contribution, can quantitatively account
for the measured variation of enthalpy with temperature to a good degree of accuracy.
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Fig.3.6. Comparison of experimental and estimated HT-H700 values for Fe-0, 8, 9 and 12 at.%
Cr alloys. For iron, the experimental data are taken from Desai [187], while for Fe-Cr alloys,
the corresponding data are from Normanton [33].
Is is very useful to carry out fresh measurements on low temperature heat capacity and
thermal expansion in Fe rich Fe-Cr alloy, so that the composite data could provide a clear
description of the role of magnetic contribution to phase stability and thermophysical
properties. In Table 3.3, the model-based predictions of

Hmag,

Cpmag, and total Cp,

inclusive of all major contributions, are listed along with experimental values wherever
available, for a few select Fe-Cr compositions.
Table 3.3
Comparison of model based estimated Hmag, Cp
compositions, with experimental data, wherever available.
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p

mag

values for select

at.% Cr

Tc
(K)

Hmag
(kJ mol-1)

Cp at Tc
(J mol-1 K-1)

(J mol K )

Fe-0Cr

1043

3.601

82.84

43.39

Fe-3Cr

1049

3.432

81.10

42.33

Fe-9Cr

1027

3.112

77.06

40.22

Fe-12Cr

1007

2.469

74.39

38.68

Fe-16Cr
(This study; -expt.)

984

2.647
(2.2)

68.73
(56)

37.65
(23.4)

Fe-21Cr

925

2.857

70.51

35.40

mag
p
-1 -1

Notwithstanding the limitations that are intrinsic to the model and uncertainty associated with
the theoretical input used in this estimation, a reasonably good degree of agreement is
observed. It is only for higher Cr content, where there is an acute shortage of magnetization
data, the predictions are somewhat poor. Certainly, more remains to be done to fill the gap.
The modelling framework adopted here is simple and besides, is designed to make full use of
the available theoretical results of rigorous first principles calculations. accepted that a
rigorous calculation of the thermodynamic properties of Fe-Cr alloys is difficult owing to the
simultaneous and interacting presence of chemical [187] and magnetic short-range order in
this system [84]. Therefore, the availability of any new and key experimental input is added
advantage in fine tuning the theoretical assessment of Fe-Cr binary system, which is
addressed to some extent in the present study.
3.6

Conclusions
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Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy in its equilibrium state is reported to be in the miscibility gap region in
Fe–Cr phase diagram and exist as a two-phase mixture of Fe rich ’+ Cr rich

” phases.

However, no evidence for phase separation was observed in this study due to kinetic factors
in achieving true equilibrium. This could be due to sluggish diffusivity of Cr in Fe matrix
below 600 0C (873 K).
Enthalpy increment data measured under near equilibrium conditions have been
modelled to obtain quantitative information on the magnetic contribution to enthalpy
and entropy of phase transformation. The magnetic phase transformation,

ferro

para

is found to take place at 711

5 0C (984 K). The enthalpy associated with this

transformation is found to be 2.2

0.2 kJ mol-1.

The temperature variation of enthalpy for Fe rich Fe-Cr alloys has been estimated
from fundamental contributions arising from lattice vibration, magnetism and
conduction electron contributions. Although the proposed model gives a good
quantitative estimate of enthalpy data, in good agreement with experimental data, the
anharmonic contribution needs to be taken into account for a better agreement at high
temperatures
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Chapter – 4

Influence of phase separation on thermal
properties in Fe-21 at. %Cr binary system
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4.1.

Introduction
Phase equilibrium in Fe-Cr alloys has been a subject of intense research over several

decades and there has been diversity in the assessment of the phase diagram especially
around the miscibility gap region on Fe rich side. This is largely due to the difficulty in
theoretically incorporating the combined effect of magnetic and chemical contributions to
phase stability, particularly its dependence on composition and temperature, in the absence of
reliable experimental data [85]. Owing to the emerging importance of high Cr ferritic and
ferritic-martensitic steels in nuclear fission and fusion reactor applications [5-7], the Fe-Cr
binary system has elicited significant attention from nuclear materials community. The
attractive combination of physical, mechanical and nuclear properties of high Cr-ferriticmartensitic steels [6] has triggered a great deal of interest in understanding the defect
dynamics in model Fe-Cr alloys [79, 83]. Further, owing to the importance of the

’+ ”,

decomposition reaction in influencing the long-term microstructural characteristics of
technologically important Fe-Cr based ODS alloys, extensive characterization studies on the
effect of thermal aging has been carried out using a spectrum of sophisticated experimental
techniques, such as analytical electron microscopy, three dimensional atom probe
tomography [40, 85, 131], and small angle neutron scattering (SANS) [54-57]. In particular,
mention must be made of the recent investigations of Capdevila and coworkers [84] in
highlighting the importance of time and temperature dependent thermal aging of highly
metastable and supersaturated high temperature

(bcc) phase in the ’+ ”, miscibility gap,

in governing the evolution of nanoscale microstructural features and their eventual bearing on
mechanical properties. Hence, it is necessary to possess an in-depth understanding of the
thermo-kinetic aspects of ’+ ”, decomposition reactions in Fe-Cr binary itself as a first step
towards the knowledge driven design of high Cr ferritic and ODS alloys mainly those with Cr
contents > 12 weight percent for demanding nuclear and other power plant applications. In
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view of the above a systematic study has been carried out on the high temperature phase
stability and its effect on thermal properties in model Fe-21 at.% Cr alloy, the results of
which will be described in the subsequent sections.
4.2.

Characterization of Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy
The room temperature X-ray diffraction profile of the Fe-21 at. % Cr alloy solution

annealed at 1150 0C (1423 K) for 5 h followed by slow cooling are shown in Fig. 4.1 (a-d).

Fig. 4.1 (a) Room temperature X-ray diffraction pattern of homogenized Fe - 21 at.% Cr
alloy. The split-nature of (110), (200) and (211) bcc peak profiles are clearly marked in (b),
(c) and (d) respectively.
Analysis of the pattern in Fig. 4.1(a) shows weak signatures for the presence of bcc ’ and
” phases. Since the difference in lattice parameter is small between ’ (0.2852 nm) and ”
(0.2864 nm) phases, the splitting of bcc diffraction peaks is rather minute and not readily
observed in the XRD profile in Fig. 4.1(a). However, in the expanded views of (110), (200),
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and (211) peak profiles shown in Fig. 4.1(b), 4.1(c) and 4.1(d) respectively, the split nature
of peaks provides evidence for the two phase ’+ ” structure.

Fig. 4.2 (a) Microstructure of Fe-21 at.% Cr alloy, (b) EDX spectra of marked phase shows
relative enrichment of Cr. The pseudo coloured X-ray maps obtained with (c) Fe-K and (d)
Cr-K lines attest to the two-phase nature of alloy
The micrograph of the annealed alloy is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The presence of ” in the form
of embedded precipitates (arrow marked) in the

’ matrix is clearly observed. The EDX

spectra as well as the pseudo colored X-ray elemental maps shown in Fig. 4.2(b), 4.2(c) and
4.2(d) respectively clearly establish the enrichment of Fe and Cr in
respectively. In order to establish the characteristics of the

’ and

’ and

” phases

” phases in the actual

calorimetry sample, an ion milled thin foil specimen of a drop calorimetry sample taken from
the two-phase zone (~550 0C (823 K)) was examined by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). A typical TEM micrograph of alloy is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Fig.4.3 Transmission electron micrograph showing the ’+ ” two phase structure, The SAD
pattern in the inset shows [111]bcc.
The presence of ” (Cr rich bcc) phase is seen as dark slightly elongated particles dispersed
in the

’ matrix phase which forms the matrix continuum. Since the lattice parameters of

’(bcc) and ”(bcc) phases are rather close, the selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern did
not provide any additional information. It appears that slow cooling of the specimen in ’+ ”
two phase zone, coupled to the fact that during an actual isothermal measurement, the alloy
does spend some additional time for decomposition to proceed, make it certain that measured
enthalpy data actually pertain to ’+ ” two phase structure. However, it is instructive to note
that true thermodynamic equilibrium has not yet been realized in this study. In the present
study, no further attempt has been made to characterize the microstructure in any detail, as it
is primarily oriented towards investigating the thermodynamic aspects of phase
transformation using calorimetry.
4.3

Enthalpy variation with temperature
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The temperature variation of measured enthalpy increment (HT-H298.15) obtained by
drop calorimetry measurements is graphically portrayed in Fig. 4.4(a). Figure 4.4(b) shows
an expanded view of the data in the temperature range of 327-827 0C (600-1100 K). The
continuous line marked as #3 in Fig. 4.4(a) serves to identify the observed variation of
measured enthalpy with temperature. As seen clearly in Fig. 4.4(b), starting from room
temperature, the enthalpy of ’+ ” two phase microstructure increases with temperature up
to about 447 0C (720

10 K). At this temperature a clear kink or inflection in an otherwise

monotonically increasing feature is observed. At about 652 0C (925

10 K), the enthalpy

variation suffers another significant change in the slope (Fig. 4.4 (b)). In the intervening
region, that is 720 T 925 K, the enthalpy increase is fairly steady, although at about 597 0C
(870 K) a cusp like feature is observed. Thus, going by these general characteristics of the
enthalpy curve, and recognizing the fact that a discontinuous change in the temperature
variation of enthalpy that is, (

H/ T) actually marks the incidence of a phase transformation

in thermodynamic sense, these inflections or discontinuities in enthalpy versus temperature
curve can be correlated with distinct phase changes in Fe - 21 at. % Cr alloy. At this stage,
further interpretation of the enthalpy data requires the knowledge of Fe-Cr equilibrium
diagram. Although the real nature of Fe-Cr phase diagram, especially in the vicinity of
’+ ” miscibility gap is rather controversial, a particular version of ’+ ” two phase region
that is reported in one of the recent assessments [85] is reproduced in Fig. 4.5 For
comparison, Fig. 4.5 also incorporates few other experimental and theoretical results on
/ ’+ ” boundary.
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Temperature variation of measured enthalpy increment for Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy
ferro and ferro
and (b) the expanded view around ’+ ”
para transformations
According to Fig. 4.5, Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy upon heating first undergoes a transformation
from two phase ’+ ” into -single phase domain. The system in this temperature domain is
still in ferromagnetic domain. This ’+ ”

transformation temperature, as observed from

Fig. 4.5 varies from 477 to 573 0C (750 to 810 K), depending on various estimates. It is seen
that different theoretical studies estimate the

’+ ”

transformation temperature with

varying degrees of accuracy [85]. Nevertheless, the available data support the interpretation
that the inflection seen at 447 0C (720 K) in the present drop measurements (Fig. 4.4) is most
likely to be associated with ’+ ”

transformation.
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Fig. 4.5 Assessed
estimates

’+ ” miscibility gap domain co-plotted with some of the theoretical

The data on variation of ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transition temperature Tc with XCr,
the mole fraction of chromium is collated in Fig. 4.6. These data are mainly taken from the
assessment review of Xiong et al. [85]. It is clear that the inflection marked in the drop curve
at 652 0C (925 K) for Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy is in agreement with the expected Tc of 652 to
667 0C (925 to 940 K). Hence, the second inflection temperature seen in the drop curve is
associated with

ferro

para

magnetic transformation. It is recalled that this magnetic phase

transition takes place in the single

phase field. To summarize, the drop calorimetry data

obtained in this study lends support for the following transformation sequence:
(i)
(ii)

at 447 10 0C (720 10 K);

( ’+ ”)
ferro

para,

at 652 10 0C (925 10 K).

In Fig. 4.4(a), the dash-dotted line marked as #1 represents the metastable extrapolation of
enthalpy of high temperature paramagnetic

phase down to room temperature. It is clear

from the above discussion that paramagnetic single phase
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para

is thermodynamically stable

only above 652 0C (925 K). In a similar manner, the dotted line marked as #2 stands for the
metastable extrapolation of the enthalpy of ferromagnetic bcc single phase

ferro.

The line

marked as #3 portrays, the actual measured data, which for temperatures less than 447 0C
(720 K), stands for ferromagnetic ’+ ” two phase mixture. Between 447 and 652 0C (720
652 0C

and 925 K), the measured data correspond to ferromagnetic single phase, and for T

(925 K), it is for paramagnetic single phase. These graphical extrapolations into metastable
domains are necessary to understand and quantify the enthalpy changes involved in
’+ ”

and

ferro

para

phase transformations. This aspect will be taken up for a detailed

discussion in the following section.
4.3.1. Data analysis
In view of the occurrence of two phase change events, it is not possible to treat the
observed temperature dependence of enthalpy in the temperature domain 25 to 1200 0C (298
to 1473 K) by a single phenomenological model. It is already mentioned that the alloy exists
as ’+ ” two phase mixture in ferromagnetic state between 25 and 447 0C (298 and 720 K).
In the legend of Fig. 4.4(a), the measured data (#3) in this two-phase domain are denoted as
o

H

’+ ”.

Being bi-phasic as well as ferromagnetic, it is somewhat cumbersome to treat the

temperature dependence of enthalpy in the region 25 T 447 0C (298 T 720 K) by a simple
physical model. As temperature increases, the unmixing reaction

’+ ”

proceeds

continuously resulting in a change of volume fractions of both ’ and ”. The effect of this
change on enthalpy variation is difficult to model accurately. To avoid this complexity, the
two-phase nature is decoupled and a simple fit is made for the enthalpy
ferromagnetic single phase

o

H

ferro

of

down to room temperature. This is done by allowing for the

metastable downward extrapolation of experimentally measured data from 447 0C (720 K)
down to 25 0C (298 K). This downward metastable extrapolation is denoted as #2 in Fig.
4.4(a).
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Fig. 4.6 Variation of magnetic transition temperature with Cr content. The plots are adopted
from the work of Xiong et al [85]
It must again be recalled that both enthalpy curves, #3 and #2 stand for ferromagnetic
state only; therefore the measured difference between the two, that is ( oH
ferro

’+ ”

ferro

)#3-( oH

)#2 essentially gives the relative enthalpy of ’+ ” two phase mixture over single
o

H

Thus, once an estimate of

ferro

is obtained for T

phase.

4470C (720 K), it is then combined

with the actual measured data for the temperature domain 447 T 597 0C (720 T 870 K).
This combined dataset is then subject to a robust fitting over the temperature range,
25 T 597 0C (298 T 870 K). The cut off temperature for fitting

o

H

ferro

is taken as 597 0C

(870 K) in this case, since as seen from Fig. 4.4(a), measured enthalpy varies in an irregular
fashion in the interval 597 T 652 0C (870 T 925 K). The following empirical expression
has been used for fitting

o

H

ferro

as a function of temperature.
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o

H

ferro

= aT+bT2+c/T+d.

(4.1)

This expression is consistent with the standard Maier-Kelly analytical form (Eq. 4.2) used for
fitting the specific heat Cp of regular solids. Thus,
Cp

, ferro

= a’+b’T+c’T-2;

(4.2)

It is clear that a’=a; b’=2b; and c’= -c. The following fit parameters are obtained for the data
obtained in this study.
a /J mol-1 K-1

=

18.6862 0;

b/J mol-1 K-2

=

0.01489 0.00045;

c/J K mol-1

=

415070.57 0;

d/J mol-1

=

-9497.13 213;

R2(fit) = 0.97.
In all these expressions, T is given in K and

o

data analysis, an estimate of [( oH

o

H

’+ ”)-(

ferro

H

in J mol-1 units. In the second step of

ferro

)], that is the relative enthalpy of

ferromagnetic ’+ ” two phase mixture over that of ferromagnetic single phase
in the temperature range 298.15 T 720 K In this procedure, the difference

o

H

is obtained
’+ ”-

o

H

ferro

takes the value of zero at T=447 0C (720 K) and is gradually increasing in magnitude with
decreasing temperature. Thus,
o

H

’+ ”-

o

H

ferro

= A+B/T+C/T2

(4.3)

A/J mol-1

=

-1631.02

B/J K mol-1

=

1086973.44

0;

C/J K2 mol-1

=

153940619

5268;

R2(fit)

=

0.99.

From Eq. (4.1) and (4.3), it is possible to estimate
two-phase mixture as given under.
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o

H

’+ ”,

22;

the enthalpy of ferromagnetic

o

H
o

Substituting for

’+ ”=

H

o

H

(A+B/T+C/T2) +

ferro

’+ ”=

o

H

ferro

(4.4)

from Eq. (4.1), we get,
(A+B/T+C/T2) + (aT+bT2+c/T+d)

447 0C (720 K), since the first

It is obvious that the above equation is valid only for T
contribution on the right-hand side is valid for only T

(4.5)

447 0C (720 K). Differentiation of eq.

(4.4) with respect to temperature yields temperature dependent Cp values for the ’+ ” two
phase region. It is very important to note that the magnetic contribution to enthalpy of ’+ ”
two phase mixture, which in itself is temperature dependent, is only implicitly included in the
above data fitting procedure.
Nevertheless, in order to obtain explicitly an experimental estimate of the magnetic
contribution to enthalpy and hence to specific heat, one needs to obtain first
o

baseline enthalpy for the paramagnetic single phase. If

H

para

o

H

para

(T), the

(T) is known, then it is a

straight forward exercise to get magnetic contribution to enthalpy, simply as the difference
between

o

H

para

(T) and

o

H

ferro

(T) in the concerned temperature domain. Now following

the same procedure as that adopted for obtaining
o

H

para

o

H

ferro

, one can obtain an analytical fit for

, the enthalpy increment for the paramagnetic single phase

in the temperature

region 25 to 1200 0C (298 to 1473 K). Again this is done by combining the extrapolated data
in the metastable temperature domain (298

T

925 K) with the actual measured data in the

range, 925 T 1473K. The metastable downward extrapolation for the enthalpy of
paramagnetic bcc phase is marked as # 1 in Fig. 4.4(a). Without going into further
elaboration and adopting the same procedure as described above, the final analytical
expression for
o

H

o

para

para

= eT+fT2+g/T+h

H

(T) is obtained as follows.
(4.6)

The values of fit coefficients are:
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e/J mol-1 K-1

=

23.11 0

f/J mol-1 K-2

=

0.01012 0.00014

g/J K mol-1

=

655844.98. 0

h/J mol-1

=

-13384.44 977.93

R2(fit) = 0.98
It may be noted that Eq. (4.6) is valid in the entire temperature range of 25 – 1200 0C (2981473 K). Thus, in the final analysis, Eq. (4.1), (4.5) and (4.6) yield a compact numerical
representation of the temperature dependencies of three enthalpy increments, namely
ferro

,

o

H

’+ ”

and

o

H

para

o

H

respectively. These expressions can be used to obtain respective

specific heats as well. Before closing this section, it is useful to note from Fig. 4.4(b), that in
the vicinity of
0

ferro

para

magnetic transformation, i.e in the temperature range of 597-697

C (870 to 970 K) the observed enthalpy variation temperature is such that the enthalpy and

specific heat cannot be described by a simple polynomial fitting as this would give rise to
spurious oscillations in Cp. However, an approximate estimation of the maximum magnetic
contribution to specific heat at the Curie temperature 652 0C (925 K) is still possible
graphically. In Fig. 4.4(b), the method of obtaining Cpmag is illustrated. As judged from the
observed trend in Fig. 4.4(b), the effect of magnetic transition on enthalpy is rather diffuse
and spread over 100 K temperature domain on either side of Tc. In the present study, it is
estimated that a net enthalpy difference Hmag = 2.1 kJ mol-1 is involved over a temperature
interval of ~100 K. This enthalpy change corresponds to a net change in specific heat Cpmag
= Hmag/ T, of ~21 J mol-1 K-1. This estimated value is in excellent agreement with 22.52 J
mol-1 K-1, that is reported for Fe-21 at.% Cr alloy [40]. In the following section, a physically
based modeling of specific heat in terms of contributions such as, vibrational, electronic and
magnetic ones is attempted. It must however be added that this modeling is only for the
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specific heat of single phase

(bcc) and as such does not incorporate the ’+ ”

phase

transformation effect encountered for T less than 447 0C (720 K).
4.4.

Modelling of specific heat
In general terms, the isobaric specific heat Cp of a condensed phase is related to Cv,

the isochoric specific heat by the following relation [183].
Cp = Cv (1+

G vT)

(4.7)

In the above expression, Cv is the isochoric specific heat,
parameter and

G

is the thermal Grüneisen

is the coefficient of volume thermal expansion. The thermal Grüneisen

v

parameter is given as,
G

=

vBsVm/Cp

(4.8)

Here, Bs, and Vm stand for adiabatic bulk modulus and thermodynamic (molar) volume
respectively. Further, it is customary to express Cv in terms of following phenomenological
contributions.
Cv= Cvibh + Cv a + Cvmag + Cvel

(4.9)

In Eq. (4.9), Cvibh is the harmonic contribution (approximation) to vibrational specific heat,
often expressed in terms of Einstein, Debye or superposed Einstein+Debye models [184]; Cva
is the anharmonic correction term, that can be represented in terms of quasi-harmonic
formalism to the first order approximation, if information is lacking about the full details of
phonon spectra; Cvmag is the magnetic contribution; and Cvel is the electronic contribution to
specific heat. In line with this approach, the total specific heat Cp of single phase
ferromagnetic

in the complete temperature region -273 to 1200 0C (0 to 1473 K) is

expressed by the following set of expressions.
Cv ferro(T) = Cvib +

eT

+ p 1T + p2T2 + p3T4 + Cpmag

Cvib = 3R×( E/T)2{( E/T)/(e

/T

E

-1)2}

Cpmag/R= ln ( +1)×C( )

(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
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C( ) = {(474/497)×(1/p-1)×(2 3+2 9/3+2
for =(T/Tc) 1
C( ) = (2 -5+2

-15

/3+2

-25

15

/5)}/D;

(4.13a)

/5)}/D;

for =(T/Tc) 1

(4.13)

(4.14)
(4.14a)

Eq. (4.10) is a slightly modified form of the expression used by Chen and Sundman [188]. In
the present study, Einstein model is used for representing the harmonic contribution to
vibrational specific heat.

E

is the Einstein temperature; and e is the coefficient of electronic

specific heat; p1, p2 and p3 are empirically adjusted fit parameters. The anharmonic
contribution is not explicitly incorporated, but it is implicitly accounted for in the empirical
fit constant p1. The magnetic contribution is given in terms of Hillert-Jarl phenomenological
model [97]. Alternately, other classical models due to Inden [96] or Chuang [35] can also be
used.

is the average magnetic moment (in Bohr magneton unit) per atom; C( ) is a series

expansion in the dimensionless temperature =T/Tc; p is a structure dependent parameter
characterizing the fraction of magnetic enthalpy absorbed above Tc. It takes a value of 0.4 for
bcc lattice with an associated value for D=1.55828482 [182]. At present, there seems to be no
information on experimentally determined saturation magnetic moment value for Fe - 21 at.
% Cr composition. Fortunately, theoretical estimates of this quantity are available [71]. In the
present study, the value of

=1.6 is used, which is taken from the spin polarized DFT

calculations of magnetically ordered Fe-Cr alloys [71]. With a

value of 1.6, the application

of Hillert-Jarl model at Tc = 652 0C (925 K) gives a value of 2.65 kJ mol-1 for magnetic
enthalpy

Hmag. This compares well with the present model independent experimental

estimate of 2.1 kJ mol-1 (Fig. 4.4(b)). The value of
estimated by the Hillert-Jarl model is 22 J mol-1 K-1.
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Cpmag at Tc = 652 0C (925 K) as

For estimating the vibrational contribution,
0.77

D,

where

specific heat

D

e

E

can be approximately set equal to

is the Debye characteristic temperature [184]. The electronic coefficient of

as well as

D

can be estimated if low temperature (T

D/50)

Cp data are

available. At present, experimental Cp data for such low temperatures are not available for Fe
- 21 at.% Cr composition. However,

e

can also be obtained from the theoretically calculated

electron density of states at the Fermi energy N(EF), by using the formula [183],
e

=

2

kB2 N(EF)/3

(4.15)

kB is the Boltzmann constant. In the present study, the value of N(E F) = 13 states/Ry, taken
from the theoretical study of Korzhavyi et. al, [71] is used. This gives for
mJ mol-1 K-2. There have been some estimates of

D

e,

a value of 2.252

for Fe-Cr alloys as a function of

composition, both from ab-initio elastic property calculations [72-73], Mossbauer
spectroscopy [59], and X-ray Debye-Waller factor studies [189]. The Mossbauer
differ slightly from elastic

D

values

estimates and further do not bear the same systematic trend

with Cr concentration, as for example borne by
D

D

D

elastic values. In the present study, elastic

is independently estimated using Moruzzi’s approximate formula involving molar volume

(Vm), molar mass (M) and isothermal bulk modulus (BT) [190].
D=

0.617(6 2)1/3 (h/2 kB)(Vm1/3BT/M)1/2

Substituting the values of constants in Eq. (4.16), and assuming Vm1/3

(4.16)
ro, the equilibrium

value of the near neighbor distance,
D /K=

41.63×[roBT/M]½

(4.17)

ro in the above expression is given in atomic units (1 a.u.=0.529×10-10m) and BT in kbar units.
For Fe-21Cr, ro =4.6545 a.u. (this study); BT =1930 kbar is adapted from the theoretical study
of Zhang et al., [72]. Although there is a small spread among diverse theoretical estimates of
elastic properties, the chosen bulk modulus value reflects the trend exhibited by available
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limited experimental data [48]. The calculated
the reported

D

D

is 260 0C (533 K) for Fe-21 at.% Cr, while

varies from 181 to 119 0C (454 to 392 K) [59, 72, 77, 189]. In fact, in two
D=

different theoretical studies, Zhang et al., gave two estimates of
0

181 0C (454 K) and 260

C (533 K) for Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy [72, 77]. In the present study, the value of 260 0C (533

K) for

D

is taken, as it gives a good match for the estimated room temperature Cp with the

only experimental estimate due to Schroder [52]. Thus, the calculated value of Cv =Cv+ eT =
21.75 J mol-1 K-1, which agrees well with the value 20.95 J mol-1 K-1reported by Schroeder
[52].
The thermal Grüneisen parameter
(8).
1

G

G,

required to get Cp from Cv is estimated from Eq.

at 25 0C (298 K) is estimated to be 1.67, with

v=3.38×10

-5

K-1 [191]; Cv=21.27 J mol-

K-1(present study); Vm= 3.8524×10 -6 m3 (present study) and BT=193×10 9 Nm-2 [72, 77]. It

may also be added that

G,

can also be estimated independently from the knowledge of

Poisson ratio ( ) [72, 77], which is directly obtained from the principal elastic modulii E and
G. Thus,

el
G
el
G

= 3/2{(1+ )/(2-3 )}.

(4.18)

1+ = E/2G.

(4.19)

1-2 = E/3B.

(4.20)

Based on the available theoretical estimates of E and G [x],
found to be in the range, 0.203-0.265. Accordingly,

el
G

for Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy is

varies from 1.297 to 1.575, which

compares reasonably well with a value of 1.67 obtained for thermal Grüneisen parameter
using Eq. (4.8). Having thus estimated all the necessary input parameters, the Cppara(T) of
hypothetical paramagnetic single-phase Fe - 21 at.% Cr alloy can be set up in the following
manner.
Cp para(T) = Cv(1+

G vT)

+

eT

+ p1T + p2T2 + p 3T4
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(4.21)

The constants, p1, p2 and p3 are obtained by means of nonlinear least square regression of
the experimentally obtained Cp para(T) data, which is given by the differential of Eq. (4.6).
p1/J mol-1K-2

=

0.011

p2/J mol-1K-3

=

1.9×10 -6 4.3×10 -8

p3/J mol-1K-5

=

7.59×10-15

0.003

3.29 ×10 -17

The magnetic contribution, Cpmag is then calculated independently using Eq. (4.12), (4.13)
and (4.14), with

=1.6 and added to Eq. (4.21) to obtain Cpferro(T). In Table 4.1, the list of

input parameters used in model-based estimation of Cp is presented. In Fig. 4.7(a), the
different contributions to model-based Cp are graphically displayed along with the
experimental data coming from the present study and the low temperature values taken from
Schroder [52]. Fig. 4.7(b) highlights the experimentally determined paramagnetic and
ferromagnetic contributions to specific heat. It is well known that in Fe-base alloys
containing magnetic transition metal elements, the possibility of complex magnetic ordering
can play a decisive role in dictating thermodynamics and phase stability, especially at low
temperatures [84]. The contribution of this magnetic order to thermal stability is rather
substantial as for example seen from the magnitude of Cpmag estimated in this study (Fig.
4.7(b)). Notwithstanding the numerous theoretical first principles and semi empirical studies
on Fe-Cr binary system, a rigorous, transparent treatment of the role magnetic short-range
order in influencing phase stability incorporating in it, the compositional and temperature
effects on equal footing is proving to be elusive yet. On the experimental front, achieving true
thermodynamic equilibrium is also difficult as this requires substantially long annealing times
at moderate temperatures.
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Fig. 4.7 Different contributions to model based Cp are compared with the experimental data
coming from this study and that of Schroder [52] at low temperatures

shrouded with considerable uncertainty and variations. It is interesting to note that the present
calorimetric estimate of 447 10

0

C (720

10 K) as the temperature of

’+ ”

transformation in the ferromagnetic state, is in accord with the theoretical estimate of 447 0C
(720 K), which as noted in the work of Wallenius et al., signifies the drastic change in the
unmixing kinetics in Fe-Cr alloys [86]. To the best of my knowledge, no recent thermal
’+ ”phase boundary has been made as a
function of Cr concentration to facilitate a good comparison. Naturally, more experimentation
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on alloys with varying Cr content is necessary for getting further insight into this important
gap area. Further, it is equally important to carry out such thermal analysis studies on
specimen that have been aged for long durations of time at moderate temperatures well
within the ’+ ” two phase domain.
Table 4.1
List of input parameters used in the model-based estimation of Cp values.
Lattice parameter at room
temperature
(nm)

-Fe rich bcc)
-Cr rich bcc)

Present Study

BT at 270C (300 K)
(GPa)

194
193
196

Korzhavyi et al. [71]
Zhang et al. [72]
Razumovskiy et.al. [74]

CP at 250C (298.15 K)
(J mol-1 K-1)

21.75
20.95

Present study
Schroder [52]

Cpmag (Tc)
(J mol-1 K-1)

21.73
22.52

Present study
Xiong et al. [40]

Hmag (Tc)
kJ mol-1

2.64
2.0

Hillert-Jarl Model with Tc=6520C
(925 K)
Present experimental estimate

181 0C (454 K)
260 0C (533 K)
190 0C (463 K)
260 0C (533 K)

Zhang et al. [72]
Zhang et al. [72]
Jithender et al. [189]
Present study

3.382×10-5

Linderoth and Larsen [191]

652 0C (925 K)
656 0C (929 K)

Present Drop Study
Xiong et al. [85]

D

(K)

v

at 250C (298.15 K)/ K-1
Tc
(K)

immense help in assessing the extent of
deviation from true thermodynamic equilibrium. The experimental value of Curie
temperature Tc = 6520C (925 K) recorded in this study is good agreement with many reported
literature data [85]. Also, the magnitudes of the magnetic specific heat and enthalpy
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estimated in this study are in good agreement with independent theoretical estimates of
Ruban et al. [75].
In Table 4.2, the measured enthalpy and specific heat values for select temperatures
are presented.
Table 4.2
Experimentally obtained enthalpy increment and specific heat values for Fe - 21
at.% Cr alloy tabulated for select temperatures. Percentage deviation is defined as
100×(Exp.-Fit)/Exp.
HT–
H298.15
HT–H298.15
Temperature (K)
Cp
(J mol-1)
(J mol-1) Deviation from Fit (%)
(J mol-1K-1)
Experime
Fitted
nt
–Ferromagnetic two phase domain
25 0C (298 K)
177 0C (450 K)
227 0C (500 K)
277 0C (550 K)
327 0C (600 K)
377 0C (650 K)
427 0C (700 K)

0
4135.7
5658.4
6950.4
8450.1
10164.1
11403.01

0
4393.9
5557.3
6893.4
8375.0
9984.1
11708.2

-5.88
1.82
0.83
0.90
1.80
-2.61

21.75
28.04
30.03
31.95
33.80
35.60
37.36

477 0C (750 K)
527 0C (800 K)
577 0C (850 K)
627 0C (900 K)

12908.0
15474.9
17426.3
20158.6

13446.5
15500.2
17632.5
19842.5

-4.17
-0.16
-1.18
1.57

39.08
39.90
40.64
41.46

677 0C (950 K)
727 0C (1000 K)
777 0C (1050 K)
827 0C (1100 K)
877 0C (1150 K)
927 0C (1200 K)
977 0C (1250 K)
1027 0C (1300 K)
1077 0C (1350 K)
1127 0C (1400 K)
1177 0C (1450 K)

19547.5
21506.6
23733.5
25698.3
28370.1
30217.6
31953.2
34016.3
35882.9
38994.1
41122.7

18386.5
20493.8
22654.9
24869.6
27137.3
29457.8
31830.7
34255.9
36733.3
39262.6
41843.6

5.9
4.7
4.5
3.2
4.3
2.5
0.38
-0.70
-2.4
-0.69
-1.8

41.76
42.85
43.93
45.00
46.07
47.13
48.18
49.23
50.28
51.33
52.37
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To the best of my knowledge, this is the first reported high temperature thermodynamic data
on Fe - 21 at.% Cr over the temperature region, which spans two technologically important
phase transformations. As mentioned in the introduction, there are not many high temperature
calorimetry investigations in Fe-Cr alloys in the composition range of interest to nuclear
industry. The most extensive calorimetry data on Fe-Cr system available as on date are from
the pioneering work of Normantan et al [33]. However, even in this classical study, an
explicit determination of the magnetic contribution to specific heat has not been made for Fe
- 21 at.% Cr alloy. As it is obvious from the plethora of recent theoretical studies on Fe-Cr
system, it is certain that a realistic incorporation of magnetic contribution to total Gibbs
energy is mandatory for capturing the full and correct description of phase equilibria in
magnetic transition metal systems [95-97]. While DFT based theoretical calculations,
depending on the extent of technical sophistication, are of great help in estimating the
magnetic part of total free energy at zero Kelvin temperature, a realistic incorporation of the
mutually influencing effects of temperature and Cr concentration is rather difficult on purely
ab-initio grounds. It is in this context, that accurate calorimetry measurements of high
temperature thermodynamic quantities are of immense help, since this would effectively
supplement the vast theoretical database that is already building up on Fe-Cr system. The
present study is a small contribution in this direction.
4.5.

Summary and Conclusions
(i)

High temperature drop calorimetry measurements have been made on solution
annealed Fe-21 at. %Cr alloys in the temperature range of 25 to 1200 0C (298.15
to 1473 K). X-ray diffraction and metallography supported the presence of ’ (Fe
rich bcc) + ” (Cr rich bcc) two phase microstructure.
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(ii)

The following sequence of phase transformations with increasing temperature has
been established based on calorimetry data:
447 10 0C (720 10 K) and

(iii)

The unmixing reaction,

ferro

para

’(Fe-rich)+ ”(Cr-rich)

at

at 652 10 0C (925 10 K).

’(Fe-rich)+ ”(Cr-rich)

(single homogeneous bcc)

occurred continuously with increasing temperature and reached a culmination at
447 0C (720 K), at which temperature, the enthalpy curve exhibited a small
inflection, which makes it difficult to associate a definite jump in enthalpy with
this transformation. However, the

’+ ”

transformation takes place well

within the domain of ferromagnetic stability, implies that the enthalpy of ’(Ferich) phase is influenced by magnetic contributions.
(iv)

The measured enthalpy data have been treated individually in different
temperature domains, by resorting to downward metastable extrapolations. Thus, a
phenomenological separation of the relative enthalpy of ’+ ” over single phase
is achieved in the temperature regime, where ferromagnetic single phase
metastable. On similar lines, the enthalpy of paramagnetic single phase

is

has also

been obtained in the entire temperature region of measurement. In this manner,
explicit fitting of enthalpy data for ferromagnetic two-phase mixture,
ferromagnetic single phase and paramagnetic single phase have been obtained as a
function of temperature.
(v)

The magnetic contribution to specific heat Cpmag estimated at Tc = 6520C (925
K) by Hillert-Jarl model is in agreement with the experimental estimate. The
magnetic contribution to enthalpy is estimated to be about 2 kJ mol-1 at Tc=6520C
(925 K), while the value of Cpmag is found to be 21 J mol-1 K-1.
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Chapter – 5

transformation characteristics in Fe-Cr model
alloy by dynamic calorimetry
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5.1

Introduction
reported to form after long term exposure at high temperature

under hostile corrosive environment for ferritic [99-100], austenitic [101-103] and duplex
steels [20, 104-105]. Formation of

phase affects mechanical properties namely creep

ductility [111] and low cycle fatigue [112]. The corrosion resistance [113] of structural
materials is also affected by sigma phase formation. Many in-service failures were also
reported due to -phase formation. The premature failure of 316 SS secondary super heater
boiler tube due to enhanced creep cavitation associated with

formation is reported by

Chastell and Flewitt [117]. Accelerated ageing of Gas Tungsten Arc Welds of 316FR SS also
lead to the nucleation of

at / interphase boundary which was predicted to affect the repair

weldability of the steel [120]. It is worth mentioning here that the nucleation of sigma phase
in advanced steel, be it ferritic, austenitic or duplex, has its origin in the Fe-Cr binary system.
In Fe-Cr binary,

is a stable equilibrium phase which exists at high temperature and can be

stable upto 77 GPa and has low compressibility than both the constituent elements [21].
There has been a wealth of literature on the metallurgical aspect of sigma phase of Fe-Cr and
related systems [21, 85]. However, very few studies were reported on high temperature
thermal stability and thermocomprehensive evaluation of high temperature phase stability and phase transformation
kinetics is carried out in the temperature range of 100 – 1200 oC (373 K to 1473 K) for sigma
and parent alpha phase of Fe54Cr46 alloy by Differential Scanning Calorimeter.
5.2
Binary alloys of nominal composition Fe54Cr46 were prepared by arc melting of
accurately weighed high pure Fe and Cr granules under flowing high pure Ar atmosphere. In
order to maintain chemical homogeneity, melted alloys were re-melted several times under
similar atmosphere. Homogenization treatment of these alloys was carried out at 1050 0C
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(1323 K) for 24 h in a vacuum furnace to obtain the parent phase. A part of the alloy was
vacuum sealed (10-6 Pa) in a quartz tube.

Fig. 5.1 (a) Microstructure and (b) XRD profile of homogeneous Fe54Cr46 alloy
The vacuum sealed alloy was first heated to 1000 0C (1273 K) held for 15 minutes and then
annealed for 360 h at 700 0C (973 K) for synthesis of sigma phase (product phase) followed
by water quenching. SEM micrograph of parent phase in Fig. 5.1(a) shows a typical
polygonal ferrite microstructure with grain size varying in the range of 30 - 100 µm. Average
Vickers hardness of this phase has been measured as 320 VHN. The room temperature XRD
of parent phase is presented in Fig. 5.1(b). Three distinct peaks corresponding to (110),
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estimated as 0.287 nm which is in good agreement with literature [85]. Based on the above
observations, it is evident that parent phase exists as single phase

ferrite. The

microstructure of annealed alloy is shown in Fig. 5.2(a).

Fig. 5.2 (a) Microstructure and (b) XRD profile of product phase of (annealed at 700 oC (973
K) for 360 h) Fe54Cr46 alloy
The average Vickers hardness of annealed alloy is measured as 1180 VHN which is much
higher than the hardness (320 VHN) of the parent alpha phase. Several microcracks are
clearly observed in Fig. 5.2(a) which indicates the hard and brittle nature of sigma phase in
contrast to its parent alpha phase. The XRD pattern of the long term annealed alloy (product
phase) is given in Fig. 5.2(b). A critical analysis of XRD spectrum in Fig. 5.2(b) reveals the
presence of a phase with tetragonal structure and lattice parameter of a = 0.882 nm and c =
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0.455 nm. The atomic planes corresponding to each peak position in the pattern have been
identified and shown in Fig. 5.2(b). It is evident that the structure corresponds to sigma
phase. It is important to mention here that no residual bcc phase is observed in Fig. 5.2(b)
which confirms the complete conversion of alpha to sigma during the annealing treatment.
5.3.
The DSC thermogram of heating/cooling profile for alpha phase carried out using
heating/cooling rate of 10 K min-1 upto 1100 0C (1373 K) is shown in Fig. 5.3.

54Cr46

Fig. 5.3
min-1 heating and cooling rates

alloy at 10 K

A single phase transformation event is observed at 558 0C (831 K) in the heating profile from
Fig. 5.3.
measured Curie temperature of this alloy is 558 0C (831 K) which is in aggrement with
literature [85]. No other phase transformation is observed for alpha phase upto 1100 0C (1373
K). A repeat DSC run was carried out with the previously DSC cooled sample under
identical experimental schedule which yielded the same resu
phase transformation cannot be studied by dynamic thermal hysterisis due to its extremely
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heating/cooling rate of 10 K min-1 is shown in in Fig. 5.4.

54Cr46

Fig. 5.4
and cooling rates

alloy at 10 K min-1 heating

The thermogram clearly shows an event at 852 0C (1125 K) during heating which
transformation. It is important to mention that the reverse
Fig. 5.4. The results of repeat DSC
experiments with the another sigma phase sample is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. This repeat
experiment shows a therogram identical to that observed for alpha phase in Fig. 5.5. These
experiments lead to the inference that the sigma phase once decomposed to alpha phase does
not revert back during cooling, which is understood as owi
phase transformation.
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54Cr46

Fig. 5.5
K min-1 heating and cooling rates

alloy at 10

The microstructure and hardness of post DSC cooled sigma phase samples show
identical behavior as observed for alpha phase. It is observed from Fig. 5.5
phase transformation temperature is about 852 0C (1125 K) at 10 K min-1 heating rate which
is ~ 32 K higher then the accepted temperature of 820 0C (1093 K) reported in the latest FeCr phase diagram by Xiong et al [85]. This may be due to the relatively higher heating rate
(10 K min-1) employed in this study which shifts the transformation at higher temperatures.

obtain the transformation temperature under pseudo equlibrium condition. Various heating
rates of 1 - 50 K min -1 was employed t

on. The heat flow

o

rates is illustrated in Fig. 5.6

C

(1125 K) and 863 oC (1136 K) for heating rates of 10 and 50 K min-1 respectively.
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Fig. 5.6

54Cr46 alloy

Fig. 5.7
phase in Fe54Cr46 alloy
It is therefore clear that the increase in heating rate shifts the transformation to higher
temperature which is quite understandable as the change in temperature is very rapid for the
transformation to proceed by nucleation and growth process. The effect of variation in

heating rate on the transformation temperature is shown in Fig. 5.7, which shows a nearly
linear relationship. Therefore, the data was fitted linearly and extrapolated to zero K min-1
heating rate to obtain the near equlibrium transformation
phase transformation temperature measured in the present study is 849 0C (1122 K) as against
the reported temperature of 820 0C (1093 K) by Xiong et al [85]. The measured equlibrium
transformation temperature, is coploted in Fig. 5.8 with the latest version of optimised sigma
phase field along with the experimental data points of Fe-Cr phase diagram [85] which shows
a difference of 29 K. Further, the kinetics of phase transformation has been modelled with
non isothermal Kissinger and KJMA model.The details of kinetic modelling and analysis
with a brief outline on the theoretical background is discussed in the next section.

Fig. 5.8
literature [85]

5.4.

Theory of Non-isothermal Kissinger model:
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Kissinger method [192] has been a widely used one to determine the activation
energy [193-194] in the study of non-isothermal kinetics. The rate of transformation (dx/dt)
under dynamic heating condition is a function of temperature dependent kinetic factors k(T)
and fraction transformed f(x). This is applicable for non-isothermal transformation where the
above two variables are separable [195] and can be written in following product form i.e.
C = dx/dt = k(T). f(x)

(5.1)

The kinetic factor k(T) exponentially depends on the temperature according to Arrhenius
relation
k(T) = A exp (- Ea / RT)

(5.2)

Where A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is activation energy, R is the gas constant. Under

-Ea / RT) f(x)

dx/d

(5.3)

Kissinger model assumes that the rate of transformation is maximum at peak temperature Tp.
Therefore, at peak temperature
dC / dx = 0

(5.4)

Under this condition, the following form can be derived from Eq. (5.3)
2
p )

d

/ d(1/Tp) = - Ea / RT

(5.5)

Eq. (5.5) can also be rearranged as
p

2

) = ln (Ea/R) - Ea / RT

(5.6)

Eq. (5.6) represents the well known Kissinger equation. It must be stated here that this
equation is valid for first order phase transformations under constant heating rates. It can also
be used for higher order kinetics provided the fraction transformed is independent of heating
2
p )
2
p )

with Tp-1 is shown in Fig. 5.9.

and 1/Tp is apparent from Fig. 5.9. The activation
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energy for

is estimated as 369.24 kJ/mole, which is found to be

higher than the value estimated for the reverse

-110].

Fig. 5.9
5.5.

Theory of non-isothermal KJMA model:
The Kolmogorov–Johnson–Mehl–Avrami (KJMA) model provides an analytical

description of the kinetics of diffusive phase transformations. The KJMA model has been
derived based on the three main aspects of diffusive phase transformation namely nucleation,
growth and impingement effects. The nucleation process is assumed as either continuous
nucleation where the rate of nucleation changes with temperature or site saturation when the
growth process commences only after the completion of nucleation. The growth process has
been considered as either diffusion controlled or interface controlled. It is required to mention
here that although the KJMA model [196-198] has a number of limitations, it still provides an
easy empirical formalism to obtain the kinetic parameters for diffusive transformation. The
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fraction transformed (f) in any diffusive solid state transformation under dynamic heating
condition in DSC can be written as
Tf

T

(T ) dT

f
Ts

(5.7)

(T )dT
Ts

where T is the temperature and

is the baseline corrected heat flow. The fraction

transformed in an isothermal solid state transformation typically follows a sigmoidal behavior
which can be modeled with the non-isothermal KJMA expression in the following form
f(T) = 1 – exp[k (R(T-Ts)2

eff )

n

]

k = k0 exp (-Qeff / RT)

(5.8)
(5.9)

where n represents order of the reaction or kinetic exponent, Qeff is the activation energy
associated with the transformation, k is the Arrhenius rate constant, Ts is the temperature of
onset of transformation. It is not convenient way to estimate the activation energy by KJMA
model because the three kinetics parameters in the above equation cannot be varied
simultaneously to obtain the correct fit value. It is more convenient to get the activation
energy from the Kissinger model and use it as input for the above expression to free float the
other two parameters. The fraction transformed calculated by Eq. (5.7) for different heating
rates is displayed in Fig. 5.10. It is seen that the fraction transformed curves shows a
sigmoidal behavior which is fitted with the KJMA expression given in Eq. (5.8). Figure 5.10
clearly reveals that the steepness of fraction transformation curve for the lower heating rates
until 10K min-1 is different from those of the higher heating rates. It is apparent that heating
rate not only influences the start temperature of
transformation characteristics. The values obtained for rate and order parameters by fitting
the fraction transformed data into KJMA model by Eq. (5.8) is given in Table 5.1.
5.6
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Sigma phase formation in high Cr ferritic steels under service conditions at high
temperature is a common feature which has a severe impact on the mechanical and physical
properties like creep strength, tensile ductility and impact toughness.

Fig. 5.10
The formation of sigma phase in ferritic steel at high temperature arises from the complex
interaction of Fe and Cr atoms under severe stress condition. Although, a wealth of literature
is available on the physical metallurgy of sigma phase of Fe - Cr and related systems, a
calorimetry based extensive characterization of high temperature phase stability and phase
transformation kinetics in a wide temperature range of 100 to 1100 0C (373 to 1373 K) is not
available to the best of my knowledge. Moreover, the sigma phase field of Fe - Cr system
was optimized [85] despite experimental ambiguities. It is reiterated here that the sluggish
kinetics of sigma formation from alpha forbids its study by dynamic phase identification

techniques; however, the reverse kinetics of sigma decomposition to alpha is fast enough to
study by dynamic techniques.

(K min-1)

Table 5.1.
Results of KJMA analysis
n
Qeff (kJ mole-1)

K

1

2.52

263.51

2.15 X 1012

5

2.63

255.34

2.89 X 1012

10

2.87

235.07

4.42 X 1011

20

2.30

253.96

1.75 X 1011

30

2.18

254.26

2.25 X 1011

40

2.27

244.65

3.20 X 1011

50

2.21

248.19

2.97 X 1012

This has provided an impetus to carry out an extensive calorimetric characterization study to
obtain better clarity on the ambiguous events in the sigma phase field of Fe-Cr system.
Towards this goal, sigma phase was synthesized from parent alpha phase by heat treatment of
prior cold rolled sample in vacuum. XRD and metallographic characterization revealed that
bcc alpha phase was completely converted to tetragonal sigma phase after heat treatment. The
complex structural conversion of bcc to tetragonal basically results in contraction in unit cell
which leads to the formation of micro cracks in sigma microstructure (Fig. 5.2(a)). This is
responsible for the extremely brittle nature of the sigma phase. Differential Scanning
calorimetry study revealed completely different characteristics for alpha and sigma phases at
high temperature. The alpha phase alloy shows only one transformation until melting, which
corresponds to the ferro - para magnetic transition at 558 0C (831 K). The alpha to sigma
phase transformation could not be detected in alpha phase sample which is attributed to the
slow kinetics (Fig. 5.3). This aspect was confirmed by repeat experiments. In contrast, the
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first DSC run of sigma phase revealed a phase transformation at 852 0C (1125 K) during
heating although the reverse transformation was not observed during cooling (Fig. 5.4). This
corresponds to the sigma to alpha transformation at 852 0C (1125 K). The repeat second
experiment with the same DSC run sample showed a completely different behavior compared
to the first run (Fig. 5.5) and was identical to the behavior of alpha phase. From the above
studies it is confirmed that once the sigma phase decomposed to alpha, it does not form
during cooling and requires further prolonged heat treatment to reappear. This has great
significance in high Cr ferritic steel where sigma phase formation issue can be completely
avoided by suitable heat treatments above the sigma decomposition temperature.
Further, it was observed that the measured sigma decomposition temperature of 852
0

C (1125 K) is 32 K higher than the accepted upper temperature limit of 820 0C (1093 K) [85]

of sigma phase field for Fe-Cr binary system in the latest reported Fe-Cr phase diagram. This
can be understood in the light of experimental discrepancies on the sigma decomposition
temperature range reported in literature [85]. In a recent Mossbauer study, the isothermal
transformation kinetics of sigma to alpha phase transformation has been presented by
Mikikits-Leitner et. al [145]. Interestingly, the authors assume the accepted temperature of
821 0C (1094 K) in the Fe-Cr p
investigation was carried out above 821 0C (1094 K) at five different temperatures in the
range of 827 - 847 0C (1100 K - 1120 K). Isothermal study of phase transformation kinetics
above transition temperature is only feasible if the kinetics is extremely sluggish. Best
examples of this is alpha to sigma phase transformation at around 500-510 0C (773-783 K).
The restructuring of bcc alpha phase into complex tetragonal has resulted in extremely
sluggish kinetics. Secondly, the temperature is not high enough for fast diffusion which
enables the study of isothermal kinetics above transition for alpha to sigma transformation.
The DSC thermogram of alpha phase at slow heating rate of 1 K min-1 also supports the
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above fact. In contrast, sigma to alpha transformation was observed even with moderately
high heating rate of 50 K min -1. Therefore, it is concluded that the isothermal experiments
, while it can be carried
out close to the transition temperature from lower side. This also suggests that the transition
rent from 820 0C (1093 K) as reported in the
latest Fe-Cr diagram. In order to determine the pseudo equilibrium sigma decomposition
temperature, the effect of heating rate on the decomposition temperature of sigma phase was
studied with various heating rates in the range of 1 – 50 K min-1. The result of this study is
shown in Fig. 5.7. The intercept of the fitted line appears at 849 0C (1122 K) which is being
co plotted in Fig. 5.8 with the recent optimized sigma phase field of Fe Cr phase diagram
proposed by Xiong et al [85]. This calls for the further optimization of sigma phase field in
Fe–Cr phase diagram.
5.7

Conclusion
The present study provides new insights into the high temperature phase stability and

phase transformation kinetics of sigma and alpha phases in Fe54Cr46 alloy. Following are the
important conclusions drawn from the present study.

calorimetry due to its extremely sluggish nature while the reverse

The upper limit of sigma phase field is measured as ~ 1122 K which is about 30 K
higher than the presently accepted sigma decomposition temperature in Fe-Cr phase
diagram.
The activation energy for sigma to alpha phase transformation is estimated to be ~250
kJ mole-1 by nonisothermal KJMA analysis.
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Sigma phase formation in high Cr ferritic steel can be avoided by heat treatment
above the sigma decomposition temperature since this phase immediately dissolves
into alpha above the transition temperature and its reappearance is an extremely slow
process.
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Chapter 6

High temperature thermo-physical and heat
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6.1

Introduction
Steels of different grades and product forms are most sought after in various

industries owing to their favourable mechanical, physical and corrosion properties and
radiation resistance. Choice of a structural steel is always driven by the operating
environment. However, the evolution of its microstructure, local chemistry and related
properties in response to external variables while in service like for example the formation of
deleterious TCP (topologically close packed) phases is a cause for concern. Among the
various embrittling phases reported to form in steels like Laves, , Z phase and carbides [6],
the mechanism and kinetics of formation of sigma ( ) phase is well studied. Many in-service
failures were reported due to -phase formation. Chastell and Flewitt [117] in the year 1979
reported the premature failure of 316 SS secondary super heater boiler tube due to enhanced
creep cavitation associated with

formation. ER 309L SS welds containing

-ferrite

exhibited 85% reduction in toughness after ageing at 700 C (973 K) for 2 h, due to
transformation [118]. Prolonged heating at temperatures greater than 650 C (923 K),
embrittled austenitic stainless steel weld joints due to

formation [119]. Accelerated ageing

of Gas Tungsten Arc Welds of 316FR SS also lead to the nucleation of

at / interphase

boundary which was predicted to affect the repair weldability of the steel [120]. In FeCr
binary,

is a stable equilibrium phase which exists at high temperature and can be stable

upto 77 GPa and had low compressibility than both the constituent elements [85]. Cieslak et
al. [107,199] reported the

phase to be weakly ferromagnetic at temperatures lower than 46

K (-227 C) and its magnetism to be eight times weaker than that of the
and Claisse in 1973 [138] measured the heat capacity of

phase. Malinsky

phase in Cr0.47Fe0.53 alloy in the

temperature range of 554-1154 C (827-1427 K) and Downie and Martin [34] measured Cp,
enthalpy and entropy of formation for both

and
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phases in Fe0.53Cr0.47 and Fe0.566Cr0.434

alloys by dynamic calorimeter. A similar study on the estimation of thermal conductivity of
individual phases in Fe-Cr system is not available to the best of our knowledge. Therefore,
objective of the present work is to measure both thermo-physical and heat transport
properties for both parent

and

phases in a Fe54Cr46 (at.%) alloy and thereby gain a

comprehensive understanding of the difference in behavior between the two phases.
Synthesis and characterization of sigma phase has already been discussed in Chapter 5 in
detail. The same parent and product phase of alpha and sigma phase is being used in this
study.
6.2.

Enthalpy measurements by Calorimetry
The drop calorimeter measured enthalpy increment curve as function of temperature

for alpha and sigma phase is shown in Fig. 6.1. It is observed that the enthalpy curve has an
increasing trend with temperature. There is no phase transformation observed upto 1327 0C
(1600 K). However, a slope change is observed around 547
ferro

0

para.

Figure 6.1 shows an

increase in the enthalpy of sigma phase without any phase transformation upto 827 0C (1100
K), beyond which a distinct jump in enthalpy is observed at ~ 837 0C (1110 K) which
corresponds to the structural phase transformation of tetragonal sigma to bcc alpha phase.
The enthalpy associated with this phase transformation is measured as ~ 2.6 kJ mole-1. There
is no change in slope observed for the enthalpy curve of sigma phase. The difference in
56Cr44

alloy is distinctly observed in Fig. 6.1. This is

attributed to the difference in the Debye temperatures for the two structures depending on the
nature of bonding. The study of high temperature phase transformation characteristics and
specific heat measurements of both alpha and sigma phase was carried out by differential
scanning calorimeter and the results are displayed in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b) respectively.
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Fig. 6.1
It is observed that alpha phase does not undergo any structural phase transformation
other than magnetic transformation at 548 0C (821 K) which was also observed in the
enthalpy curve obtained by drop calorimetry. This confirms the Curie temperature of alpha
phase as 548 0C (821 K). The heat flow profile for sigma phase provides evidence for the
structural phase transformation of sigma to alpha which is in line with the results of drop
calorimetry at 847 0C (1120 K). The specific heat of both alpha and sigma phase was
measured by both drop and differential scanning calorimetry and the results are discussed in
the next section.
6.3.

Evaluation of specific heat from enthalpy data
The enthalpy data generally fitted with standard Mayer Kelly expression given by Eq.

(6.1). The enthalpy data in the present study is treated with modified Mayer Kelly expression
given in Eq. (6.2) to experimentally obtain the specific heat for both the alloys.
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Fig. 6.2
cooling rates
HT-298 = P1 + P2 T + P3 T 2 + P4 / T

heating and

(6.1)

Where P1, P2, P3 and P4 are the fit constants obtained by fitting. Since alpha phase is
associated with a magnetic phase transformation at 537 0C (810 K), the standard Mayer Kelly
expression is modified with a magnetic enthalpy term from Hillert – Jarl model (97) in order
to get the experimental magnetic specific heat.
HT-298 = P1 + P2 T + P3 T 2 + P4
mag

mag

(6.2)
(6.3)
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/
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15
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c)

[6.3.a]
(6.3.b)

measured experimentally, ‘p’ is a structure dependent parameter. For simple bcc phase ‘p’
has value of 0.4 with an associated value of D = 1.55828482 [182] whereas for other common
phases ‘p’ has the value of 0.28 with D = 2.342456517. The experimental enthalpy data for
alpha phase alloy was fitted by Eq. (6.2) after reducing the magnetic enthalpy. Sigma phase
being nonmagnetic, enthalpy associated with magnetism is zero. Hence, the experimental
enthalpy is fitted by simple Mayer Kelly expression in Eq. (6.1). The enthalpy data for sigma
phase was fitted until 837 0C (1110 K) before the transformation of sigma to alpha phase. The
fit coefficient for alpha phase is given below.
P1/J mol-1

=

-5403.8 ± 250.23;

P2/J mol-1 K-1

=

16.03 ± 0;

P3/J mol-1 K-2

=

0.00895 ± 0.0007;

P4/J mol-1 K

=

151265 ± 1834.2;

R2 (fit)

=

0.98.

The fit coefficients for nonmagnetic sigma phase have the value of
P1/J mol-1

=

-13503.6 ± 729

P2/J mol-1 K-1

=

27.1 ± 0;

P3/ J mol-1 K-2

=

0.00726 ± 0.001

P4/ J mol-1 K

=

707320 ± 8365.12;

R2 (fit)

=

0.97.

The experimental specific heat for both the alloys was calculated by using P2, P3 and P4 fit
parameters which are shown in Fig. 6.3 along with the specific heat measured by differential
scanning calorimetry and available literature data [34]. The specific heat for sigma phase
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measured by drop and dynamic calorimetry is compared with literature and specific heat of
alpha phase in Fig. 6.3.

Fig. 6.3 Comparison of experimental specific heat values
s with literature data
The difference in specific heats for sigma and alpha phases are readily apparent from
Fig. 6.3. It is observed that the specific heat for alpha phase measured by static and dynamic
method is in good agreement and also fairly in agreement with available literature [34].
However, specific heat at Tc has different values for static and dynamic mode of
measurements. The results in the present study are also in good agreement with available
literature until 727 0C (1000 K). However, the specific heat measured by DSC for sigma
phase shows a deviation beyond 727 0C (1000 K) as it approaches the phase transformation
regime. A similar trend is also reported in literature by Downey et al [34] beyond 577 0C (850
K). Therefore, this phase transformation region was ignored in the specific heat data obtained
from DSC.
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6.4

Evaluation of thermal expansion properties by dilatometry

Temperature dependent linear thermal expansion was measured by thermomechanical
analyser for both alpha and sigma phases and uncorrected data is depicted in Fig. 6.4.

Fig. 6.4 TMA profile for (a)

(b)

It is observed from Fig. 6.4 (a) that the alpha phase is linearly expanded with temperature
with no evidence for any phase transformation until 1127 0C (1400 K). However, a clear
inflection is observed at 847 0C (1120 K) for sigma phase in Fig. 6.4 (b) , which is associated
with the sigma to alpha phase transformation as observed in DSC and drop results. As can be
seen in Fig. 6.4 (a) the magnetic transformation is apparently not attested. However, the
corrected TMA curve for alpha phase in Fig. 6.5 (a) clearly shows the magnetic
transformation is attested by a small contraction at around 547 0C (820 K). In order to
measure the thermal expansion coefficient, the corrected TMA curve was fitted with simple
nonlinear second order equation of following form.
Y = a + b T + c T2

(6.4)
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Fig. 6.5 Corrected TMA heating profile for (a)

(b)

The fit coefficients for alpha phase are a = -0.00154, b = 4.12 x 10 -6 and c = 5.99 x 10-9. The
room temperature thermal expansion coefficient for alpha phase is 7.39 x 10 -6 K-1. TMA
curve for sigma phase was fitted until 847 0C (1120 K) before the sigma to alpha phase
transformation. The fit coefficients for sigma phase are a = -0.00586, b = 1.4929 x 10-5, c =
1.76633 x 10 -10 K-1. The room temperature thermal coefficient for sigma phase is 1.5 x 10 -5
which is much higher than for alpha phase of same composition.
6.5.

Thermal Diffusivity and thermal conductivity results

A snapshot of laser pulse for alpha and sigma phase as obtained from Laser flash thermal
diffusivity analyzer (LFA) is shown in Fig. 6.6 and 6.7 respectively. It is observed from Fig.
6.6 and 6.7 that the room temperature thermal diffusivity of alpha and sigma phase is 0.0484
cm2s-1 and 0.011 cm2s-1 respectively. The thermal diffusivity for alpha phase is much higher
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than that of sigma phase. The temperature dependent thermal diffusivity in the range of 25 1127 0C (273-1400 K) for alpha and sigma phases of Fe54Cr46 alloy are shown in Fig. 6.8.

Fig. 6.6

Fig. 6.7
The effect of magnetism is clearly manifested for alpha phase in thermal diffusivity data
which initially showed a decreasing trend with temperature until the magnetic transformation
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followed by an increase with increasing temperature. However, thermal diffusivity for sigma
phase shows a monotonic increase with increasing temperature. The experimental thermal
conductivity for alpha and sigma phase is compared with available literature [200-201] for
high Cr steel in Fig. 6.9. The thermal conductivity of alpha and sigma phase is 16.9 and 3.9
W m-1 K-1 respectively which clearly establishes the detrimental effect of sigma formation on
the thermal conductivity of any structural material. The experimental room temperature
thermal conductivity of alpha phase is in good agreement with the reported data of Abiko et.
al [200] and it resides within the thermal conductivity range of high Cr steel [201]. It
increases with temperature as observed for other steels and the magnetic transformation is
clearly manifested in the conductivity data. A similar trend is observed for 18Cr steel in Fig.
6.9. It is necessary to mention here that the thermal conductivity of sigma phase is not
reported in literature until date to the best of our knowledge. Figure 6.9 also shows that the
thermal conductivity of sigma phase increases with temperature.
6.6

Modeling of thermodynamic parameters
Thermodynamic parameters of solids can be analytically estimated through suitable

equation of state (EoS) by using the available EoS parameters. Enthalpy, the experimentally
measurable parameter primarily depends on the vibrational degree of freedom which arises
from the volume expansion as a consequence of lattice vibration. Although, the vibrational
degrees of freedom account for the major part of enthalpy, the magnetic spin disordering and
kinetics of conducting electrons also have sizable contributions. Therefore, the temperature
dependent enthalpy of a solid material is the combination of three distinct contributions;
lattice vibration, magnetic and electronic. The total enthalpy of a magnetic material can be
defined as
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s

Fig. 6.8

Fig. 6.9 LFA measured temperature dependent thermal
plotted with available literature for high Cr steel
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co-

H (T )

E0

Evib (T ) Emag (T ) Eelc (T ) P V (T )

(6.5)

where Eo, Evib, Emag and Eelc are the zero kelvin energy, harmonic vibration, magnetic and
electronic energy respectively. P X V(T) term represents the anharmonic contribution which
is not being incorporated in the harmonic estimation of Evib. Zero kelvin energy can be
obtained by ab initio based first principle calculation. Suitable equation of state (Birch Murnahan equation) is used to fit and obtain the zero Kelvin energy. Another way to obtain
zero kelvin energy is to fit the experimental pressure vs volume (P vs V) data by an
appropriate equation of state.
6.6.1 Estimation of harmonic lattice vibration (Evib)
The major contribution to enthalpy arises from atomic vibration. Harmonic
contribution to enthalpy (Evib) can be calculated by Debye model where the frequency of
vibration is assumed to be independent of volume and temperature. Therefore, E vib can be
approximated from phonon frequency alone considering there will be no phonon-phonon
interaction by the following expression
Evib

9 NK BT (T

D

In the above expression, X

)

D

0

D

D{ X

T

3

}
(e X 1)
D

(6.6)

is the Debye temperature. This model successfully

approximates at low temperature region rather than at high temperatures, because of its
nonanalytical integral form. In the present calculation, Nernst–Lindeman model is used for
estimation of Evib under harmonic approximation because of its simple analytical nature and
successful interpolation to the high temperature limits of Debye integral approximation [183184]. The details of Nernst–Lindeman model can be found elsewhere [38] in the following
form
Evib

0.75 pR [{ 2

(e

/T

} {1
1)
(e
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/ 2T

}]
1)

(6.7)

where p stands for number of atoms per formula unit and
8.314 J mol-1 K-1. Debye temperature (

= 0.77

D

and R has a value of

- Fe56Cr44 alloy is reported as 430 K by

D

Downie et. al [34] which has been used in present study for the calculations.
6.6.2. Anharmonic contribution estimated by Debye – Gruneisen formalism
The estimation of vibrational enthalpy in the above section by Nernst–Lindeman
model does not incorporate true anharmonicity. It has calculated the vibrational enthalpy
considering as harmonic oscillator. Debye – Gruneisen quasi harmonic formalism has been
employed for estimation of temperature dependent anharmonicity in terms of volume
expansion. The volume dependence of vibrational frequency is correlated through Grüneisen
G).

Basically,

G

relates thermal properties with elastic properties of materials

[183-184], which can be defined as
d ln
d ln V

G

d ln D
d ln V

(6.8)

D

is Debye temperature and V is

molar volume of solid. Further Grüneisen parameter can also be expressed in terms of
experimentally measurable parameter which can be given as
G

V

V

BT V / Cv

(6.9)

is the volume thermal expansion, BT is the isothermal bulk modulus and Cv is

specific heat at constant volume. Further, Grüneisen parameter ( G) can be correlated with
pressure derivative of isothermal bulk modulus ( BT' ) by Slater’s formula which can be
written as
G

0.5( BT' ) 1 / 6

(6.10)

More details on Debye-Grüneisen quasi-harmonic formalism is available in the recent
monograph of Anderson [184]. The basic Debye-Grüneisen thermal equation of state can be
expressed in the following manner
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Where

VT

V0 {[ Evib

Q0

BT V0 /

(Q0

rEvib )

] 1}

(6.11)

( BT' 1) / 2 , V0 is the volume, BT is isothermal bulk modulus

and r

and BT' is the isothermal pressure derivative of bulk modulus at 298.15 K [34].
6.6.3. Effect of magnetism
Magnetism has a strong effect on the phase stability and thermo physical properties of
magnetic alloys. The effect of magnetism to the phase stability has been elaborated by Inden
through his empirical model [96-97] which has been widely accepted for elucidating
magnetic effect on phase stability. Inden has expressed the complex behavior of magnetic
specific heat with a logarithmic singularity at the critical transformation temperature which
has the following form
C pFM

K FM R ln 1

3

C pFM

K PM R ln 1

3

1

3

for

T

1

3

for

T

Tc

Tc

1

(6.12)

1

(6.13)

where R is the gas constant, Tc represents Curie temperature and K FM, KPM are the two
empirical constants for ferromagnetic and paramagnetic state.
However, derivation of magnetic Gibbs energy or magnetic entropy from the above
expression is tedious. Hillert and Jarl [97] have simplified the Inden’s expression for specific
heat with expanded power series form, which is as follows

C pFM

2K FM R ln

C pFM

2 K PM R ln

3

9

15

3

5

5

15

25

3

5

for

T

for

T

Tc
Tc

1

(6.14)

1

(6.15)

By integrating the above expressions, a simple expression for magnetic enthalpy (E mag) can
be written in the following form,
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Emag

2 K FM Tc R[0.25
4

2 K PM Tc R[0.25

Emag

4
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]
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]
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T

Tc

T
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(6.16)

1

(6.17)

1

However, magnetic enthalpy can further be expressed in a very simple analytical manner
[182] which has the following form (6.18)
ln

E mag

1
D

h
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140 p
1
D
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1
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(6.18b)

1

measured experimentally; ‘p’ is a structure dependent parameter which basically
characterizes the fraction of magnetic enthalpy absorbed above T c. For simple bcc phase ‘p’
has value of 0.4 with an associated value for D = 1.55828482 [182], whereas for other
common phases ‘p’ has the value of 0.28 with D = 2.342456517. The above expression has
been employed in present study for calculation of magnetic enthalpy (E mag) by using available
literature magnetic moment of 1.12 BM and Curie temperature of 838K [85].
6.6.4 Electronic contribution
Electronic contribution to thermal properties needs to be considered at high
temperature because higher kinetic energy of electrons has a significant contribution to the
enthalpy. Electronic contribution to specific heat can be given by the well known
Sommerfeld formula
C elc

2

2

k B2 N ( E F )T / 3

e

T

(6.19)
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Table 6.1
List of input parameters used in thermodynamics modeling for alpha and sigma phase of
Fe54Cr46 alloy
Alpha

Sigma

Lattice parameter at 298K / nm

0.287
(Present study)

a = 0.882
c = 0.445

Volume(m3)

6.8982 X 10-6
(Preston et al[183])

7.2 X 10 -6
(Liu et al[112])

Bulk Modulus (BT) (GPa)

221
(Zhang et al[72])

217
(Zhang et al[72])

Pressure Derivative of
Bulk Modulus (BT’)

4.18
(Downie et. al[34])

5.8
( Downie et. al[34])

Debye temperature (

D)

/K

Grüneisen parameter ( G)

6.7

430
(Downie et al[34])
410
(Mossbauer
study[48] )
1.38
(Calculated in
present study)

455
(Downie et al[34])
1.64
( Calculated in
present study )

Electronic coefficient
( e ) / J mol K -2

5 x 10-3
(Downie et al[34] )

5.6 x10 -3
( Downie et al[34] )

Average Magnetic moment( B)

1.12
(Xiong et al [85])

-

TC/K

838
(Xiong et al )

-

Modeling of thermal properties

Various input parameters for estimation of thermodynamic properties have been tabulated in
Table 6.1. Estimated contributions to enthalpy and specific heat of alpha phase are depicted
in Fig. 6.10 and Fig. 6.11. The different contributions that arise from lattice vibration,
magnetism and kinetic energy of electrons which are separately portrayed in Fig. 6.10 and
Fig. 6.11. It is observed from Fig. 6.10 that the phonon contribution dominates over the other
contributions. Total enthalpy and specific heat are obtained by summing up all the individual
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contributions. It is also observed that the calculated enthalpy is in excellent agreement with
the experimental values. The slope change in enthalpy in Fig. 6.10 due to magnetic
transformation is clearly apparent. The magnetic contribution in specific heat for alpha phase
has a sizable contribution, which is maximum at Tc and then decreases. The calculation for
enthalpy started deviating from experimental data at high temperature because the Debye
Grunession formalism is a quasiharmonic model which cannot take care of the total
anharmonicity. A similar result is being displayed in Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 for sigma phase.
There is no magnetic contribution associated with the sigma phase.

Fig. 6.10
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Fig. 6.11 Experimental specific heat is co-plotted with calculated specific heat for alpha
phase
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Fig. 6.13 Experimental specific heat is co-

It is seen from Fig. 6.12 that calculated enthalpy has good agreement up to the phase
transformation region. Beyond that it does not match with the experimental data. The same
observation is made in the case of specific heat from Fig. 6.13.
6.8

Summary and Conclusions
A comparative study of thermo-physical and heat transport properties is being carried

out for alpha and sigma phase of Fe54Cr46 alloy. The conclusions of this study are as follows.
(a). Alpha phase does not undergo any phase transformation, however sigma undergoes a
phase transformation of

at 1120 K. The enthalpy of transformation measured 2.6

kJ mole-1.
(b). The room temperature thermal expansion coefficient for alpha and sigma phase is 7.39
x 10 -6 and 1.5 x 10-5 K-1 respectively.
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(c). The room temperature thermal diffusivities of alpha and sigma phase are 0.0484 cm2 s-1
and 0.011 cm2 s-1 respectively. The room temperature thermal conductivity of alpha
phase is 16.9 W m-2s-1 whereas that of the sigma phase is 3.9 W m-2s-1
(d). A comprehensive analytical model is set up to model the experimental thermodynamic
parameters which shows a good agreement.
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Chapter-7

transformation
characteristics in Fe-Cr based binary and
multi component alloys
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7.1

Introduction
The high temperature properties of 9 Cr Ferritic/Martensitic steels are governed by its

microstructural stability. The steel is used in the normalised and tempered condition
consisting of a tempered martensite microstructure, which imparts the best combination of
properties for high temperature applications [1-15]. The tempered martensite structure with
high density of dislocations and different types of fine scale carbide precipitates is the
primary reason for the high temperature mechanical properties [11-15]. The martensite
structure is the result of fast cooling after solution treatment in the gamma phase field. The
high temperature fcc (Gamma) phase is stabilized by the carbon which arises as a
consequence of dissolution of carbides, which is commonly known as austenitisation. After
austenitisation, the dissolved carbon is trapped leading to martensite diffusion less
transformation due to the fast cooing . Therefore, the events in the gamma phase field has
enormous importance to the behavior of ferritic/martensitic steels. It is required to mention
here that there exists a huge scatter in the experimental data as already discussed in chapter-1
for gamma phase field of Fe-Cr binary system. The alloying additions in steels shiftthe

-

loop either towards left or right. In this context, the addition of refractory solutes in steels like
Mo, W and Ta, which provide solid solution strengthening and delay the coarsening of
precipitates, has important effect in stabilising the microstructure [4-9, 18]. It is important to
mention here that W added 9Cr steel has attracted considerable attention in the development
of economical creep resistant materials [146-156]. Moreover, the development of reduced
activation ferritic martensitic steel (RAFM) for fusion reactors, wherein Mo is replaced by W
in P91 steel is based on the enhanced strength achieved in addition to addressing the
activation problem [146-156]. An increase of W from 1 to 2 wt.% is reported to help in
retaining the lath martensite structure [151] as it retards the coarsening of M 23C6 precipitates
during long term thermal exposures [155]. However, the addition of W is also reported to
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have adverse effects as it retards the martensite formation [147, 150]. It is observed that
addition of W to 9Cr F-M steels has resulted in the formation of undesired ferrite phase along
with martensite even under fast cooling conditions [147-151], which has adverse effect on
creep properties. The presence of W in M 23C6 also influences its dissolution kinetics, which
in turn would alter the transformations characteristics at high temperature. Therefore, the role
of W addition on transformation behaviour of Fe-9Cr binary alloy and Fe-9Cr-0.1C multi
component alloys needs to be understood. In this background, the present chapter deal with
transformation temperatures for Fe - (1-13 wt.%) Cr alloys and the effect of W on
transformation characteristics in Fe-9Cr alloys and its consequences on martensitic
transformation in Fe-9Cr-2W-0.1C (P92) steel.
7.2.

Study of

In order to study the

transformation characteristics of Fe-Cr alloys
transformation characteristics, differential scanning calorimeter

experiments were carried out for thirteen Fe-Cr alloys employing 3 K min-1 heating and
cooling rate upto 1550 oC (1823 K). The experimental results of selective alloys of Fe-1 wt.%
Cr, Fe-11 wt.% Cr and Fe-12 wt.% Cr are displayed in Fig. 7.1 (a), (b) and (c) respectively.
Fe-1 wt.% Cr alloy shows three transformations during heating upto melting. These
s at 770 0C

correspond to ferro

(1043 K), 907 0C (1180 K) and 1385 0C (1658 K) respectively. The signature of reverse
transformations during cooing are also observed in Fig. 7.1 (a). The results for other alloys
(Fe-2 wt.% to 10 wt.% Cr) are not shown here as similar transformation characteristics are
observed with different transformation temperatures which have been tabulated in Table 7.1.
Figure 7.1(b) displays the DSC profile for Fe-11 wt. % Cr. The above three transformations
are observed at 735 0C (1008 K), 925 0C (1198 K) and 1077 0C (1350 K). The temperature
transformations is 478 K for Fe-1 wt.% Cr to 152 K for
Fe-11 wt.% Cr. Figure 7.1 (c) displays the DSC profile for Fe-12 wt.% Cr alloy which shows
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magnetic transformation at 730 0

-12

temperatures are co plotted with literature data in Fig. 7.1(d). It is seen from Fig.7.1(d) that
gamma phase forms upto 14 wt.% Cr as per literature whereas in the present study gamma
phase field exists only upto 11 wt.% Cr. It is necessary to mention here that the magnetic
transformation temperature (Tc) has shown a maxima at 5 wt.% Cr which is in agreement
with literature.

Fig. 7.1 DSC profile for (a) Fe-1 wt.% Cr (b) Fe-11 wt.% Cr (c) Fe-12 wt.% Cr (d)
phase transformation temperatures measured in present study is co plotted with available
literature data
7.3.

Effect of W addition on

transformation characteristics of Fe-9Cr-xW ( x =

1 - 2 wt.%)
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Fe-9Cr alloy is the primary alloy for Fe-9Cr based ferritic / martensitic steel whose
microstructure stability is dependent on the austenitisation in phase field and rate of cooling
after austenitisation. W being a bcc stabiliser has negative impact on the stability of fcc phase
field.
Table – 7.1
Transformation temperature for Fe-Cr alloy
Alloy

Curie Temperature(Tc)

T

T

Fe-1 wt.% Cr

770 0C (1043 K)

908 0C (1181 K)

1382 0C (1655 K)

Fe-3 wt.% Cr

774 0C (1047 K)

881 0C (1154 K)

1342 0C (1615 K)

Fe- 5 wt.% Cr

770 0C (1043 K)

871 0C (1144 K)

1321 0C (1594 K)

Fe-9 wt.% Cr

753 0C (1026 K)

847 0C (1120 K)

1237 0C (1510 K)

Fe-11 wt.% Cr

735 0C (1008 K)

925 0C (1198 K)

1077 0C (1350 K)

Fe-12 wt.% Cr

730 0C (1003 K)

-

-

Therefore, in order to study the effect of W on

transformation characteristics of

Fe-9Cr alloy, differential scanning calorimeter experiments were performed for W added Fe9Cr alloys employing 3 K min-1 heating and cooling rate upto 1550 oC (1823 K). The
experimental results of selective alloys of Fe-9 wt. % Cr – 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 W are displayed
in Fig. 7.2 (a), (b), (c) and (d) respectively. Figure 7.2 (a) alloy shows the DSC result for Fe9 wt.% Cr – 0.5 W. Three transformations are clearly observed during heating upto melting
which corresponds to ferro

c

765 0C (1038 K), 886 0C (1159 K) and 1393 0C (1666 K) respectively. The reverse
transformations during cooling are also observed from Fig. 7.2 (a) at 745 0C (1018 K), 903
0

C (1176 K) and 12100C (1483 K) for 1 W alloy and 746 0C (1019 K), 895 0C (1168 K) and

1201 0C (1474 K) for Fe-9 wt.% Cr-1.5W alloy.
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Fig. 7.2 DSC profile for (a) Fe-9 Cr–0.5 W, (b) Fe-9 Cr-1 W, (c) Fe-9 Cr-1.5 W and (d) Fe9Cr-2W

507K for Fe-9 wt.% Cr-0.5W to 306 K for Fe-9 wt.% Cr-1.5W. Figure 7.2 (d) shows the
DSC profile for Fe-9 wt.% Cr-2W alloy which shows only the magnetic transformation at
742

0

-9 wt.% Cr-2W,

which indicates that this alloys is stable in the ferrite phase. This signifies that the martensitic
transformation in 9Cr based ferritic/martensitic steel is suppressed with the addition of W
beyond 1.5 wt.%. The effect of W on 9Cr based ferritic martensitic steel is described in the
subsequent sections.
7.4

Study of transformation characteristics in Fe-9Cr-2W-0.1C multicomponent

alloy (P92 Steel)
7.4.1 Thermal Characterisation of P92 Steel

Fig. 7.3 DSC thermogram of P92 steel obtained at the scan rate of 30 K min-1 clearly reveals
the presence of magnetic peak at 725 0C (998 K) prior to martensitic transformation during
cooling
A typical DSC profile of the steel heated in Ar atmosphere to 1000 0C (1273 K) at a
constant rate of 30 K min-1 held for 1 h and then cooled at 30 K min-1 is given in Fig. 7.3 It is
evident from the heating and cooling DSC profiles that the steel has witnessed two phase
transformation events in each cycle. The transformation at 730 0C (1003 K) in the heating
cycle can be correlated to the magnetic transformation of ferromagnetic to paramagnetic
c)

of P92 steel is measured as 730 0C (1003 K)

which is in agreement with literature reports [147, 152]. The second endothermic peak during
heating is observed at 876 0C (1149 K) which is attributed to the structural transition from
bcc0

-

count the first peak observed at 725

C (998 K) during cooling from austenite is followed by a second phase change commencing

at 403 0C (676K) and ending around 370 0C (643K). In order to confirm these two phase
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transformations during cooling cycle another set of DSC experiments were carried out on P91
steel which does not contain tungsten.

Fig. 7.4 Comparison of DSC cooling profile for P92 and P91 steel under identical
experimental condition obtained at the scan rate of 30 K min-1 shows the absence of magnetic
transformation in P91 in contrast to P92 steel
Comparison of the cooling profiles of P92 and P91 steels (Fig. 7.4) shows the following
differences;
i.

P91 steel exhibits a single transformation peak during cooling from high temperature
phase which corresponds to Ms (368 oC (641 K)) and Mf (340 oC (613 K)), as also
supported by literature [147, 152]. Contrary to expectation in ferritic – martensitic
steels P92 exhibits two peaks. Based on the above observation and literature the
analogous low temperature peak in P92 commencing at 403 oC (676 K) and ending at
370 oC (643K) is attributed to martensitic transformation.
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Fig. 7.5 Comparison of DSC and TMA profile for P92 steel obtained at 30 K min-1, confirms
that no magnetic transformation peak is attested in both heating and cooling cycle
ii.

However, the peak at 725 oC (998 K) in P92 steel is not observed in P91 steel.

This additional peak compares with the heating profile in P92 (Fig. 7.4) where the peak has
been ascribed to the on-heating magnetic transition temperature (Tc = 730 0C (1003 K)). This
suggests the possibility of a magnetic phase transformation during cooling in P92. In order to
confirm the speculations a dilatometer experiment was carried out and the results are
compared in Fig. 7.5. A single inflection corresponding to a structural transition is observed
in the heating and cooling dilatometer profile in contrast to DSC profile. The transformation
at 876 oC (1149 K) observed during heating in the dilatometer profile corresponds well with

However, the magnetic transition is not detected by dilatometer during heating cycle, which
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is quite possible as magnetic transition does not manifest as a detectable volume change.
Similar observation has been made during cooling and a single peak due to martensitic
transformation alone is observed in dilatometer experiment which is in complete agreement
with the DSC results. It is therefore evident that the first transformation observed at 725 oC
(998 K) in DSC cooling profile is associated with a magnetic transition. Further, the absence
of a thermal hysteresis during heating and cooling cycles (Fig. 7.3) confirms that it is a
second order transformation quite typical of a magnetic transformation. Based on the above
results it is clear that a magnetic transformation is observed in P92 steel prior to martensitic
transformation at a cooling rate of 30 K min-1 from austenitising temperature of 1050 oC
(1323 K). This suggests the presence of a certain volume fraction of ferrite phase along with
phase. The co-existence of ferrite phase along with martensite is further attested in the
microstructure of P92 steel cooled at 30 K min-1 in Fig 7.6 (a). However, no ferrite phase has
been observed in the microstructure of P91 steel shown in Fig. 7.6 (b) cooled under similar
conditions. The presence of ferrite in P92 steel can be explained either by formation of
diffusional ferrite during cooling of high temperature

phase or alternately it is

untransformed ferrite (retained) during austenitisation, and will be dealt with in the
subsequent section.
.4.2.

Effect of solution treatment conditions on transformation characteristics
In order to identify the reasons for the co-existence of ferrite and austenite in P92

steels and to optimise the heat treatment conditions for formation of full martensite product, a
set of experiments were carried out by varying the thermal history. Three different variables
namely cooling rate, austenitisation temperature and holding time were varied systematically
in the DSC, the results of which will be described in sequence.
In the first set of experiments on cooling rate variation, all the samples were heated at 10 K
min-1 to 1050 oC (1323K) and cooled at various rates in the range of 1-90 K min-1.
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Fig. 7.6 Microstructure of 30 K min-1 cooled post DSC sampe of (a.) P92 and (b.) P91 steel
shows the presence of ferrite phase in P92 steel in contrast to P91 steel which has complete
martensite structure
The DSC cooling profiles of the specimen cooled at 1, 5, 10, 20 K min-1 are shown Fig.
7.7(a) and cooling profiles of 30, 50, 90 K min-1 are shown in Fig 7.7 (b). The presence of an
exothermic peak at ~ 726 oC (999 K) is observed in Fig.7.7 (a), which correlates with a
magnetic transition. On the other hand, peak corresponding to martensitic transformation is
not observed for cooling rates of 1, 5 K min-1. This suggests the formation of proeutectoid
(diffusional) ferrite during cooling at such slow rates. However, there is evidence for
formation of martensite when the sample was cooled at 10 K min-1, in the form of two small
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exothermic peaks. At a cooling rate of 20 K min-1 a single peak is observed for the
martensitic transformation along with the magnetic phase transformation at ~ 726 oC (999K).

Fig. 7.7 (a.) & (b) DSC cooling profile of P92 steel obtained at different cooling rates in the
range of 1-90 K min-1, (c.) DSC cooling profile of P92 steel obtained at constant cooling rates
for different austenitisation temperature (d.) DSC cooling profile of P92 steel obtained at
constant cooling rates for different austenitisation time at 1050 oC (1323 K)
A similar behaviour is observed (Fig 7.7 (b)) for higher cooling rates of 30 - 90 K min-1.
Hence, it is clear that varying amounts of proeutectoid ferrite forms during cooling at rates
below 10 K min-1. Hence, it can be concluded that the critical cooling rate (Qc) for martensite
formation is between 10 - 20 K min-1. The presence of the magnetic transition is evident at all
cooling rates from Fig. 7.7 (a) and Fig. 7.7 (b), which confirms the presence of ferrite.
Although formation of diffusional ferrite at low cooling rates is quite possible, its presence at
high cooling rates > 50 K min-1 is rather unexpected. This suggests a strong possibility that
ferrite is retained during austenitisation at 1050 oC. Hence, in the second set of experiments
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austenisation temperature has been varied in the range of 1050-1150oC (1323-1423K). A set
of samples have been heated at 10 K min-1 to different austenitising temperatures (1323 &
1423K) and held for 1 h followed by cooling at 50 K min-1. The cooling DSC profiles
obtained from the above experiments are shown in fig.7.7(c). The presence of two distinct
peaks which can be correlated to magnetic and martensitic formation is evident, which is
similar to the observations in Fig 7.7 (a & b). Figure 7.7(c) also shows the magnetic
transition to occur at 726 oC (999 K) in both the cases. Further, an increase in Ms temperature
by ~30K with increase in austenitisation temperature from 1050 to 1150oC (1423K) is also
observed. This is attributed to the higher extent of dissolution of carbides at 1150 oC which
enhances the carbon concentration in the austenite and a higher driving force for martensite
formation. The presence of magnetic peak again implies the co-existence of ferrite and
austenite while the higher austenitisation temperature and cooling rate (50 K min

-1

> Qc )

adopted in this experiment only facilitates martensitic transformation and precludes the
possibility of proeutectoid ferrite during cooling. In the third set of experiments the samples
have been heated at 10 K min-1 to 1050 oC (1323K) and held for different time durations of 18 hours and subsequently cooled at 50 K min -1. The corresponding DSC cooling profiles are
depicted in Fig.7.7 (d). The persistence of the magnetic transition peak at ~ 726 oC (999 K) is
observed for all hold times. However, an increase in Ms from 665 to 710K with increase in
hold time from 2 to 8 h is observed. This is also attributed to the higher extent of dissolution
of carbides with increase in hold time, similar that obtained for higher austenitisation
temperatures. In addition, larger prior austenite grain size with higher austenitisation
temperature and hold time promotes the martensite formation [18]. Reference formatting is not
correct. It is clear from the above DSC results that the ferrite phase, attested by a magnetic
transition continues to exist, despite increase in austenitisation temperature, hold time and
cooling rate.
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7.4.3. Effect of cooling rate on microstructural evolution
Typical SEM micrographs of P92 steel cooled from 1050 oC (1323 K) at cooling rates
of 1, 30 and 90 K min-1 are shown in Fig. 7.8(a-c). Figure 7.8 (a) shows the presence of
ferrite phase with no evidence for martensite at 1 K min-1. The average microhardness
measured was ~ 180 VHN, which is in agreement with the values for soft ferrite phase. A
careful observation of Fig. 7.8 (a) revealed ferrite of two distinct size distributions. The
presence of few ferrite grains of average size ~ 5 m along with predominantly large ferrite
grains (<20 m) is observed. This distribution suggests that the mechanism of their formation
is different. In conjunction with the DSC data it is understood that small fraction of ferrite
grains have been retained during austenitisation, while most part of the larger grain sized
ferrite has formed by diffusional transformation during cooling from austenite.
Microstructures of 30 and 90 K min-1 cooled samples have been portrayed in Fig. 7.8 (b and
c). From these two micrographs the presence of small islands of ferrite (~10-15 volume %) in
a predominantly lath martensite microstructure is observed for higher cooling rates. The
average microhardness has been measured as 182 and 348 VHN from the ferrite and
martensite constituents respectively, which also supports the presence of ferrite. In order to
completely eliminate the formation of pro-eutectoid ferrite a sample was austenitised at
1050°C (1323 K) with a hold time of 8h and water quenched. The microstructure of this
specimen (Fig. 7.8(d)) also shows the clear presence of ferrite (~188VHN) surrounded by a
martensite matrix (~362VHN). From the reported TTT diagram of 9 Cr – W steel there is no
evidence for formation of diffusional ferrite for high cooling rates as employed in the present
study [202]. The presence of retained ferrite at high temperature (austenitsation) in P92 steel
is therefore concluded from the DSC and metallography studies. It may be recalled that Ac1
and Ac3 have been evaluated as 1149 and 1180K for this steel. This suggests that although
the austenitisation temperatures adopted in this study (1273 – 1423K) are well above Ac3 the
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experimental results point towards the retention of ferrite during solution treatment. It is
needless to say that tungsten plays a role in controlling the mechanism and kinetics of the
phase transformations.

Fig. 7.8 Microstructure of post DSC P92 steel samples cooled at (a.) 1 K min-1 (b.) 30 K min1
(c.) 90 K min-1 (d.) water quench from 1050 oC (1323 K)
7.5

Thermo-Calc simulation of equilibrium phases
In order to obtain a deeper insight into the role of tungsten in the co-existence of

ferrite and

phase under equilibrium conditions at high temperature, the phases in P91 and

P92 steels with varying composition or W content have been simulated using Thermo-Calc,
the results of which are presented here. Thermo-Calc simulated pseudo binary phase diagram
(in terms of carbon isopleths) of P91 steel has been presented in Fig.7.9 (a). The dotted line
in red represents the composition of P91 steel in terms of carbon content. The Ac1
temperature of P91 steel evaluated by Thermocalc is in reasonable agreement with the DSC
data (Fig.7.4). It is observed that the steel remains completely within the gamma loop at the
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austenitisation temperature of 950 oC (1223 K), 1050 oC (1323 K) and 1150 oC (1423 K).
However, presence of MX carbide is seen until 1050 oC. Higher austenitisation temperatures
of 1150 oC (1423 K) and above although facilititates formation of single phase
dissolution of MX, but may also lead to formation of

after

ferrite phase. It is seen from Fig. 7.9

(a) that the allowed austenitisation temperature window to effect a complete martensitic
transformation is in the range of 900-1150oC for P91 steel. Since P92 steel is a derivative of
P91 with W addition, the effect of W on phase stability of P91 steel has been also simulated
by Thermo-Calc and the results are shown in Fig. 7.9 (b & c) with sequential incorporation
of 1 and 1.5 wt.% of W respectively, maintaining other alloying contents fixed. It is observed
from Fig.7.9 (a-c)
manifested as a progressive shift towards the right side. The presence of some amount of
phase together with austenite is also predicted in W containing P91 with addition of > 1 wt.
W at austenitisation temperature of 1150 oC steel in contrast to P91. The pseudo binary phase
diagram of P92 steel used in the present study has been simulated and shown in Fig. 7.9 (d).
The simulated Ac1 temperature is in fair agreement with the DSC results. Interestingly, it is

o

C (1223K) and 1050 oC

However, it resides in the three-phase

W indicates that
-existence
of austenite and ferrite at all austenitisation temperatures derived by Thermo-calc simulation
clearly supports the experimental data described in previous sections.
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Fig. 7.9 Equilibrium isopleths obtained by Thermo-Calc TCFE6 database for (a.) P91 steel,
(b.) P91+1W steel, (c.) P91 +1.5 W steel, (d.) P92 steel
7.6.

Impact of W on the industrial heat treatment process of P92 steel
9Cr ferritic/martensitic steels are used in the normalised and tempered condition as

structural material for most industrial applications. The tempered martensitic structure with a
high dislocation density, intra and inter lath carbides possesses the best combination of
strength and toughness for high temperature applications. It has been realised that the
addition of W results in retaining martensite lath and carbide in fine scale during long term
high temperature exposure. Additionally, like other refractory metals W is a solid solution
strengthening element. As consequence, it has been reported that P92 has better creep
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resistance than P91 steel. Therefore, the development of W added 9 Cr ferritic/ martensitic
steel (P92) is indeed indispensable to improve the high temperature mechanical properties
particularly creep strength. The basis of heat treatment in ferritic- martensitic steels is to
produce a martensite by normalising from a temperature above Ac3 followed by a tempering
process at a temperature close to the nose of the C- curve in the TTT diagram. In this context,
the presence of ferrite phase together with martensite in the normalised condition is not
desirable. The presence of 8 – 10 % volume percent of ferrite phase in P92 steel has also been
reported in literature [150,152]. The presence of a peak at ~ 725 oC (998K) preceding the
martensitic transformation in the DSC thermogram of P92 steel cooled at 30 K min-1 from
1000 oC (1273K) (Fig. 7.3) provided the first indication for existence of the magnetic ferrite
phase, which was also supported by dilatometry experiments. The room temperature
microstructure of this specimen (Fig. 7.6(a)) also confirmed the presence of 10-15% of ferrite
dispersed in the martensite matrix, in contrast to the results for P91 steel (Fig. 7.3 and Fig.
7.6(b)). Systematic variation of cooling rate, austenitisation temperature and hold time also
did not produce complete martensite formation in P92 steel. One of the possible reasons for
presence of ferrite arises through a diffusional transformation from
from . However, the TTT diagram of 9Cr steel shows the possibility of difffusional ferrite at
cooling rates below 10 Kmin-1 [12]. A possible cause for deviation from the TTT diagram can
be due to fluctuations or local inhomogenity in chemistry. However, this possibility is ruled
out as the specimen was held for prolonged duration of upto 8 h at austenisation temperature
prior to fast cooling. Another possibility could be the substantial shift in the nose of TTT
diagram to shorter times due to W addition, which could lead to ferrite formation even at
cooling rates as high 90 K min-1 used in the present study. However, no significant change in
the TTT diagram of P92 with respect to P91 has been reported in literature [203]. Further, the
presence of ferrite has also been observed in water quenched sample also (Fig. 7.8.(d)),
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which clearly eliminates the possibility of formation of diffusional ferrite at cooling rates
exceeding 30 K min-1. It is reported that M23C6 in W containing ferritic - martensitic steels
although predominantly is Cr rich, it also contains substantial amounts of W [148]. The
dissolution of M23C6 carbides above Ac1 releases carbon and provides the driving force for
austenite formation. The sluggish kinetics of dissolution of M23C6 carbides in W containing
ferritic- martensitic steels with increase in W content is also reported. However, in the
present study increase in austenitisation temperature to 1150 °C (1423 K) and hold time to 8h
at 1050 °C (1323 K) has also been attempted, which rules out the possibility of M 23C6
dissolution kinetics inhibiting the formation of complete austenite. The persistence of the
magnetic peak (Fig. 7.7) irrespective of the experimental conditions adopted in this study
clearly is an affirmation of the co-existence of ferrite and austenite at high temperature,
. The Thermocalc simulated pseudo binary

temperature. This suggests that tungsten exerts a significant role in the incomplete
in P92 steel. It is seen from the Thermocalc simulation that addition

right with a consequent shrinking of the high temperature austenite domain. The existence of
at lower and higher austenitisation temperatures confirms that single

above discussions it is evident that a fully martensitic product cannot be achieved in P92 steel
for the chosen alloy composition under the industrially adopted heat treatment conditions of
normalising. The presence of small amounts of ferrite ( 5 volume %) is not reported to
adversely affect the mechanical properties. Degradation of properties vis-à-vis microstructure
in presence of higher amount of ferrite is also reported [16-17], which could possibly be
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compensated by the substitutional solid solution strengthening effect of W. Hence, a careful
tailoring of composition is essential to obtain the required mechanical properties.
7.7

Summary and Conclusions
DSC and metallographic study confirm the presence of ferrite phase in a martensite
matrix during normalising of P92 steel.
Thermo-Calc simulation shows that bcc stabiliser W destabilises
phase field.
P92 steel was established to remain in two phase

+

(+ MX) domain by Carbon

isopleths.
Complete martensite formation has not been achieved for the P92 steel used in this
study.
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Chapter 8

Summary & Further Avenues of Research
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8.1.

Summary of the present study
This thesis presented the results of a detailed investigation on phase stability, thermo-Cr alloys. The
phase transformation has also been studied, with emphasis on the role of

alloying elements like chromium and tungsten on the transformation characteristics and its
influence on the behaviour of engineering materials like P92 steel. A variety of experimental
techniques and analytical modelling has been used in this study to evaluate thermodynamic
parameters to obtain a comprehensive database and a deeper insight into the physical
metallurgy of Fe-Cr based systems. Static and dynamic calorimetry has been used as the
major experimental technique in association with metallography and hardness measurements
to study the high temperature phase stability and thermal properties. Laser flash thermal
diffusivity and thermo-mechanical analyzer have been employed to measure the thermal
conductivity and thermal expansion. The salient results of the thesis are summarized as
follows.
1) The magnetic, anharmonic and electronic contributions to the high temperature phase
stability of Fe rich Fe-Cr alloys were estimated quantitatively which partially fills the
gap on thermal property data in this system. Enthalpy increment (HT-H298.15) and heat
capacity in the temperature range of 200 – 1200 oC (473 to 1473 K) have been
measured for Fe-16 at.% Cr alloy using drop calorimetry.
2) A consolidated physically based model has been proposed which fully describes the
thermodynamic properties of ferromagnetic

phase in Fe-rich Fe-Cr alloys (0-16 wt.

%Cr). The high temperature calorimetry data has been integrated into the physically
based modelling protocols, to establish a wholesome conceptual basis of phase
stability in Fe rich Fe-Cr system.
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3) Phase separation ( ’ + ”) in Fe-21 at.% Cr alloy was established by inverse drop
calorimetry. Two distinct phase transformations in Fe-21Cr alloy namely (i) ’ (Ferich) + ” (Cr-rich)
at 652 10

at 447 10 oC (720 10 K) and (ii)

ferromagnetic

paramagnetic

o

C (925 10 K) were established. The measured enthalpy data in

conjunction with available literature enabled an integrated theoretical assessment of
the energetics of

’+ ”

, and

ferro

para

transformations. In addition, a

comprehensive evaluation of enthalpy and heat capacity data for Fe-21Cr alloy in the
temperature range -273 to 1200 oC (0-1473 K), with explicit incorporation of
magnetic contribution has also been made.
4)

54Cr46

alloy by

annealing at 700 oC (973K) for 360 h in vacuum. A comparative thermal study of
e alloy in the temperature range of 100 – 1400 oC (373 to
1673 K) by Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) Showed a single inflection of
ferro to para magnetic transition (TC) at 558 oC (831 K) for alpha phase.
5)
equilibrium condition as 849 oC (1122 K) is ~ 30 oC higher than the reported upper
limit of 820 oC (1093 K) in Fe Cr phase diagram.
6)

rmation has been studied using heating
rates from 1 to 50 K min-1 in DSC. Activation energy for the transformation was
estimated as 369 kJ mole-1 employing Kissinger model. The fraction transformed has
been modelled using non isothermal KJMA model and the order and kinetic
parameters have been determined.
-physical and heat transport properties of

7)
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phase at 847 oC (1120 K). . The enthalpy of transformation was measured as 2.6 kJ
mole-1.
8)
-6

K-1 and 1.5 x 10-5 K-1 respectively. The room

0.0484 cm2 s-1 and 0.011 cm2 s-1 respectively by Laser Flash Thermal Diffusivity
adverse effects on heat

conductivity of alpha phase is 16.9 Wm-1K-1 while t
1

m-

K-1. Further, a comprehensive analytical modeling of experimental thermodynamic

parameters has been carried out which shows a good agreement.
9) The

transformation characteristics of Fe- (1-13 wt.%) Cr binary and Fe-9Cr-W

ternary alloys were studied. This work showed that beyond 12 wt% Cr,
transformation is suppressed in Fe-Cr binary alloys, which is lower than the reported
value of 14 wt% Cr. W addition beyond 1.5 wt% also suppressed the transformation
in Fe-9Cr alloy.
10) A magnetic transition preceding the martensitic transformation during cooling from
the high temperature austenite phase field in Fe-9Cr-2W-0.1C (P92 ferriticmartensitic steel) provides evidence for the co-existence of ferrite and martensite at
room temperature. The high cooling rates precluded the formation of diffusional
ferrite. Complete martensite formation was not achieved in P92 steel for all cooling
rates (1 - 90 K min-1 in DSC and water quenching) during cooling from austenitisation
temperatures in the range of 1223-1423 K (950 – 1150 °C). Thermo-Calc simulation
established that P91 steel
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8.2.

Further avenues of research

This thesis presented a comprehensive understanding on the thermodynamic and kinetic
properties of Fe-Cr systems. Nevertheless, there are several areas which require further
investigations, a few of which are listed below.
1) Effect of alloying additions on kinetics of sigma formation by thermal analysis and
correlation with microstructures including the effect of different volume fractions of
sigma phase on the elastic properties of alpha phase
2) Effect of sigma phase on the corrosion properties of alpha phase
3) An in-depth structure analysis of sigma phase by high resolution microscopy,
4) Synthesis and characterisation of sigma phase stabilized ferritic steel by mechanical
alloying route.
5) First principle calculation of heat transport properties for alpha and sigma phase,
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